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FUND SUMMARY
CONSERVATIVE ALLOCATION FUND
Investment Objective
The Conservative Allocation Fund seeks income, capital appreciation and relative stability of value.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses
Less: Management Fee Waiver2
Net Annual Fund Operating Expenses (after fee waiver)3

Class I
None
None
None

Class II

Class I

Class II

0.30%
None
0.02%
0.48%
0.80%
-0.10%
0.70%

0.30%
0.25%
0.02%
0.48%
1.05%
-0.10%
0.95%

None
None
None

1

Acquired fund fees and expenses have been restated to reflect expenses expected to be incurred in the current fiscal year.
The investment adviser has contractually agreed to waive 0.10% of its management fee until at least April 30, 2019. The fee
waiver may be terminated by the Board of Trustees of the fund at any time and for any reason; however, the Board has no
intention of terminating this agreement in the next year.
3
Total annual fund operating expenses for the period ended December 31, 2017 do not match the financial statements because
the financial statements do not include acquired fund fees and expenses.
2

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same (except that the Example incorporates the fee waiver described above for only the first year). Although
your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$72
97

3 Years
$245
324

5 Years
$434
570

10 Years
$980
1,274

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 49% of the average value of its portfolio.
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Principal Investment Strategies
The fund invests primarily in shares of other registered investment companies (the “underlying funds”). The fund will be
diversified among a number of asset classes and its allocation among underlying funds will be based on an asset allocation model
developed by Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), the fund’s investment adviser. Under normal circumstances, the
fund’s total net assets will be allocated among various asset classes and underlying funds, including those whose shares trade on a
stock exchange (exchange traded funds or “ETFs”), with target allocations over time of approximately 35% equity investments
(including foreign equity), and 65% fixed income investments. Underlying funds in which the fund invests may include funds
advised by Madison and/or its affiliates, including the Madison Funds (the “affiliated underlying funds”). Generally, Madison
will not invest more than 75% of the fund’s net assets, at the time of purchase, in affiliated underlying funds. Although actual
allocations may vary, as of December 31, 2017, the fund's asset allocation was:
-

Bond Funds:
Stock Funds:
Foreign Stock Funds:
Alternative Funds:
Money Market Funds:

57.9%
24.1%
13.5%
2.0%
2.3%

With regard to investments in debt securities, Madison’s bias is toward securities with intermediate and short-term maturities. As
of December 31, 2017, the weighted average duration of the fund’s debt portfolio was 6.04 years.
Madison may employ multiple analytical approaches to determine the appropriate asset allocation for the fund, including:
• Macroeconomic analysis. This approach analyzes high frequency economic and market data across the global markets in
an effort to identify attractive investment opportunities in countries, regions and/or asset classes.
• Fundamental analysis. This approach reviews fundamental asset class valuation data to determine the absolute and
relative attractiveness of existing and potential investment opportunities.
• Correlation analysis. This approach considers the degree to which returns in different asset classes do or do not move
together, and the fund’s aim to achieve a favorable overall risk and return profile.
• Scenario analysis. This approach analyzes historical and expected return data to model how individual asset classes and
combinations of asset classes would affect the fund under different economic and market conditions.
In addition, Madison has a flexible mandate which permits the fund, at the sole discretion of the manager, to materially reduce
equity risk exposures when and if conditions are deemed to warrant such an action.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison’s general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Underlying Funds Risk. The fund is a fund of funds, meaning that it invests primarily in the shares of underlying funds, including
ETFs. Thus, the fund’s investment performance and its ability to achieve its investment goal are directly related to the
performance of the underlying funds in which it invests. Each underlying fund’s performance, in turn, depends on the particular
securities in which that underlying fund invests and the expenses of that underlying fund. Accordingly, the fund is subject to the
risks of the underlying funds in direct proportion to the allocation of its assets among the underlying funds.
Asset Allocation Risk. The fund is subject to asset allocation risk, which is the risk that the selection of the underlying funds and
the allocation of the fund’s assets among the various asset classes and market segments will cause the fund to underperform other
funds with a similar investment objective.
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Market Risk. While the majority of the fund’s assets will typically be invested in underlying funds that invest primarily in debt
securities, to the extent that the fund invests in underlying funds that invest in equities, the fund is subject to market risk, which is
the risk that the value of an investment may fluctuate in response to stock market movements.
Interest Rate Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to interest rate risk, which is the risk that the value of your
investment will fluctuate with changes in interest rates. Typically, a rise in interest rates causes a decline in the market value of
income-bearing securities. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally, the longer a bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it
is to this risk. The risks associated with increasing rates are heightened given that interest rates are near historical lows, but may
be expected to increase in the future with unpredictable effects on the markets and the underlying fund's investments.
Credit and Prepayment/Extension Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is also subject to credit risk, which is the risk
that issuers of debt securities may be unable to meet their interest or principal payment obligations when due. There is also
prepayment/extension risk, which is the chance that a rise/fall in interest rates will reduce/extend the life of a mortgage-backed
security by increasing/decreasing mortgage prepayments, typically reducing the underlying fund’s return.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, may invest in non-investment grade securities (i.e.,
“junk” bonds). Issuers of non-investment grade securities are typically in weak financial health and their ability to pay interest
and principal is uncertain. Compared to issuers of investment-grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties
and to be materially affected by these difficulties when they do encounter them. “Junk” bond markets may react strongly to
adverse news about an issuer or the economy, or to the perception or expectation of adverse news.
Equity Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the
fund will fluctuate in value due to general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the
issuers of securities held by the fund participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose
securities the fund holds. In addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average
returns than fixed income securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
ETF Risks. The main risks of investing in ETFs are the same as investing in a portfolio of equity securities comprising the index
on which the ETF is based, although lack of liquidity in an ETF could result in it being more volatile than the securities
comprising the index. Additionally, the market prices of ETFs will fluctuate in accordance with both changes in the market value
of their underlying portfolio securities and due to supply and demand for the instruments on the exchanges on which they are
traded (which may result in their trading at a discount or premium to their net asset values). Index-based ETF investments may
not replicate exactly the performance of their specific index because of transaction costs and because of the temporary
unavailability of certain component securities of the index.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments of underlying funds that invest in foreign securities involve risks
relating to currency fluctuations and to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from
differences between the regulations to which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in
emerging markets. The investment markets of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed
countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad market index, as well as a custom index that reflects the fund’s asset allocation targets. Neither the
bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns
would be less than those shown. The fund’s past performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated
performance information current to the most recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by
calling 1-800-670-3600.
The investment adviser waived 0.10% of the 0.30% annualized management fee for the period June 30, 2006 through April 30,
2008, and for the period July 1, 2014 through December 31, 2017. If the management fee had not been waived, returns would
have been lower.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
4Q 2008

8.94%
-8.73%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Class II Shares

10.17%
9.90%

5.64%
5.38%

4.39%
N/A

Since
Inception
5/1/2009
N/A
7.05%

ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate, Government & Mortgage Index (reflects no deduction

3.63%

2.13%

4.06%

3.95%

10.00%

5.90%

5.23%

7.66%

Class I Shares

for sales charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

Conservative Allocation Fund Custom Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges,
account fees, expenses or taxes)

The Conservative Allocation Fund Custom Index consists of 65% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index, 24.5% Russell 3000® Index,
and 10.5% MSCI ACWI ex-USA Index.

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. David Hottmann, CPA and CFA (Vice President,
Portfolio Manager) and Patrick Ryan, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Hottmann has served in
this capacity since September 2009, and Mr. Ryan has served in this capacity since January 2008.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as financial adviser), the fund and
the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These payments
may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial adviser to
recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial intermediary’s website
for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
MODERATE ALLOCATION FUND
Investment Objective
The Moderate Allocation Fund seeks capital appreciation, income and moderate market risk.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses
Less: Management Fee Waiver2
Net Annual Fund Operating Expenses (after fee waiver)3

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.30%
None
0.02%
0.51%
0.83%
-0.10%
0.73%

0.30%
0.25%
0.02%
0.51%
1.08%
-0.10%
0.98%

1

Acquired fund fees and expenses have been restated to reflect expenses expected to be incurred in the current fiscal year.
The investment adviser has contractually agreed to waive 0.10% of its management fee until at least April 30, 2019. The fee
waiver may be terminated by the Board of Trustees of the fund at any time and for any reason; however, the Board has no
intention of terminating this agreement in the next year.
3
Total annual fund operating expenses for the period ended December 31, 2017 do not match the financial statements because
the financial statements do not include acquired fund fees and expenses.
2

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same (except that the Example incorporates the fee waiver described above for only the first year). Although
your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$75
100

3 Years
$255
334

5 Years
$451
586

10 Years
$1,016
1,308

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 39% of the average value of its portfolio.
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Principal Investment Strategies
The fund invests primarily in shares of other registered investment companies (the “underlying funds”). The fund will be
diversified among a number of asset classes and its allocation among underlying funds will be based on an asset allocation model
developed by Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), the fund’s investment adviser. Under normal circumstances, the
fund’s total net assets will be allocated among various asset classes and underlying funds, including those whose shares trade on a
stock exchange (exchange traded funds or “ETFs”), with target allocations over time of approximately 60% equity investments
(including foreign equity) and 40% fixed income investments. Underlying funds in which the fund invests may include funds
advised by Madison and/or its affiliates, including the Madison Funds (the “affiliated underlying funds”). Generally, Madison will
not invest more than 75% of the fund’s net assets, at the time of purchase, in affiliated underlying funds. Although actual
allocations may vary, as of December 31, 2017, the fund's asset allocation was:
-

Stocks Funds:
Bond Funds:
Foreign Stock Funds:
Alternative Funds:
Money Market Funds:

39.7%
33.7%
23.3%
2.0%
1.2%

With regard to investments in debt securities, Madison’s bias is toward securities with intermediate and short-term maturities. As
of December 31, 2017, the weighted average duration of the fund’s debt portfolio was 6.68 years.
Madison may employ multiple analytical approaches to determine the appropriate asset allocation for the fund, including:
• Macroeconomic analysis. This approach analyzes high frequency economic and market data across the global markets in
an effort to identify attractive investment opportunities in countries, regions and/or asset classes.
• Fundamental analysis. This approach reviews fundamental asset class valuation data to determine the absolute and
relative attractiveness of existing and potential investment opportunities.
• Correlation analysis. This approach considers the degree to which returns in different asset classes do or do not move
together, and the fund’s aim to achieve a favorable overall risk and return profile.
• Scenario analysis. This approach analyzes historical and expected return data to model how individual asset classes and
combinations of asset classes would affect the fund under different economic and market conditions.
In addition, Madison has a flexible mandate which permits the fund, at the sole discretion of the manager, to materially reduce
equity risk exposures when and if conditions are deemed to warrant such an action.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison’s general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Underlying Funds Risk. The fund is a fund of funds, meaning that it invests primarily in the shares of underlying funds, including
ETFs. Thus, the fund’s investment performance and its ability to achieve its investment goal are directly related to the
performance of the underlying funds in which it invests. Each underlying fund’s performance, in turn, depends on the particular
securities in which that underlying fund invests and the expenses of that underlying fund. Accordingly, the fund is subject to the
risks of the underlying funds in direct proportion to the allocation of its assets among the underlying funds.
Asset Allocation Risk. The fund is subject to asset allocation risk, which is the risk that the selection of the underlying funds and
the allocation of the fund’s assets among the various asset classes and market segments will cause the fund to underperform other
funds with a similar investment objective.
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Market Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to market risk, which is the risk that the value of an investment
may fluctuate in response to stock market movements. Certain of the underlying funds may invest in the equity securities of
smaller companies, which may fluctuate more in value and be more thinly traded than the general market.
Equity Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the
fund will fluctuate in value due to general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the
issuers of securities held by the fund participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose
securities the fund holds. In addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average
returns than fixed income securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Interest Rate Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to interest rate risk, which is the risk that the value of your
investment will fluctuate with changes in interest rates. Typically, a rise in interest rates causes a decline in the market value of
income-bearing securities. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally, the longer a bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it
is to this risk. The risks associated with increasing rates are heightened given that interest rates are near historical lows, but may
be expected to increase in the future with unpredictable effects on the markets and the underlying fund's investments.
Credit and Prepayment/Extension Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is also subject to credit risk, which is the risk
that issuers of debt securities may be unable to meet their interest or principal payment obligations when due. There is also
prepayment/extension risk, which is the chance that a rise/fall in interest rates will reduce/extend the life of a mortgage-backed
security by increasing/decreasing mortgage prepayments, typically reducing the underlying fund’s return.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, may invest in non-investment grade securities (i.e.,
“junk” bonds). Issuers of non-investment grade securities are typically in weak financial health and their ability to pay interest
and principal is uncertain. Compared to issuers of investment grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties
and to be materially affected by these difficulties when they do encounter them. “Junk” bond markets may react strongly to
adverse news about an issuer or the economy, or to the perception or expectation of adverse news.
ETF Risks. The main risks of investing in ETFs are the same as investing in a portfolio of equity securities comprising the index
on which the ETF is based, although lack of liquidity in an ETF could result in it being more volatile than the securities
comprising the index. Additionally, the market prices of ETFs will fluctuate in accordance with both changes in the market value
of their underlying portfolio securities and due to supply and demand for the instruments on the exchanges on which they are
traded (which may result in their trading at a discount or premium to their net asset values). Index-based ETF investments may
not replicate exactly the performance of their specific index because of transaction costs and because of the temporary
unavailability of certain component securities of the index.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad market index, as well as a custom index that reflects the fund’s asset allocation targets. Neither the
bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns
would be less than those shown. The fund’s past performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated
performance information current to the most recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by
calling 1-800-670-3600.
The investment adviser waived 0.10% of the 0.30% annualized management fee for the period June 30, 2006 through April 30,
2008, and for the period July 1, 2014 through December 31, 2017. If the management fee had not been waived, returns would
have been lower.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
4Q 2008

12.22%
-16.18%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

Class I Shares

14.80%

8.58%

4.67%

Since
Inception
5/1/2009
N/A

Class II Shares

14.52%
21.83%

8.31%
15.79%

N/A
8.50%

9.44%
16.15%

14.84%

8.61%

5.91%

10.22%

1 Year

®

S&P 500 Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)
Moderate Allocation Fund Custom Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges,

5 Years

10 Years

account fees, expenses or taxes)

The Moderate Allocation Fund Custom Index consists of 42% Russell 3000® Index, 40% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and
18% MSCI ACWI ex-USA Index.

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. David Hottmann, CPA and CFA (Vice President,
Portfolio Manager) and Patrick Ryan, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Hottmann has served in
this capacity since September 2009, and Mr. Ryan has served in this capacity since January 2008.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
AGGRESSIVE ALLOCATION FUND
Investment Objective
The Aggressive Allocation Fund seeks capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses1
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses
Less: Management Fee Waiver2
Net Annual Fund Operating Expenses (after fee waiver)3

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.30%
None
0.02%
0.51%
0.83%
-0.10%
0.73%

0.30%
0.25%
0.02%
0.51%
1.08%
-0.10%
0.98%

1

Acquired fund fees and expenses have been restated to reflect expenses expected to be incurred in the current fiscal year.
The investment adviser has contractually agreed to waive 0.10% of its management fee until at least April 30, 2019. The fee
waiver may be terminated by the Board of Trustees of the fund at any time and for any reason; however, the Board has no
intention of terminating this agreement in the next year.
3
Total annual fund operating expenses for the period ended December 31, 2017 do not match the financial statements because
the financial statements do not include acquired fund fees and expenses.
2

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same (except that the Example incorporates the fee waiver described above for only the first year). Although
your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$75
100

3 Years
$255
334

5 Years
$451
586

10 Years
$1,016
1,308

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 36% of the average value of its portfolio.
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Principal Investment Strategies
The fund invests primarily in shares of other registered investment companies (the “underlying funds”). The fund will be
diversified among a number of asset classes and its allocation among underlying funds will be based on an asset allocation model
developed by Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), the fund’s investment adviser. Under normal circumstances, the
fund’s total net assets will be allocated among various asset classes and underlying funds, including those whose shares trade on a
stock exchange (exchange traded funds or “ETFs”), with target allocations over time of approximately 80% equity investments
(including foreign equity) and 20% fixed income investments. Underlying funds in which the fund invests may include funds
advised by Madison and/or its affiliates, including the Madison Funds (the “affiliated underlying funds”). Generally, Madison will
not invest more than 75% of the fund’s net assets, at the time of purchase, in affiliated underlying funds. Although actual
allocations may vary, as of December 31, 2017, the fund’s asset allocation was:
-

Stocks Funds:
Foreign Stock Funds:
Bond Funds:
Alternative Funds:
Money Market Funds:

51.5%
31.2%
13.7%
2.0%
1.4%

With regard to investments in debt securities, Madison’s bias is toward securities with intermediate and short-term maturities. As
of December 31, 2017, the weighted average duration of the fund’s debt portfolio was 7.42 years.
Madison may employ multiple analytical approaches to determine the appropriate asset allocation for the fund, including:
• Macroeconomic analysis. This approach analyzes high frequency economic and market data across the global markets in
an effort to identify attractive investment opportunities in countries, regions and/or asset classes.
• Fundamental analysis. This approach reviews fundamental asset class valuation data to determine the absolute and
relative attractiveness of existing and potential investment opportunities.
• Correlation analysis. This approach considers the degree to which returns in different asset classes do or do not move
together, and the fund’s aim to achieve a favorable overall risk and return profile.
• Scenario analysis. This approach analyzes historical and expected return data to model how individual asset classes and
combinations of asset classes would affect the fund under different economic and market conditions.
In addition, Madison has a flexible mandate which permits the fund, at the sole discretion of the manager, to materially reduce
equity risk exposures when and if conditions are deemed to warrant such an action.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison’s general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Underlying Funds Risk. The fund is a fund of funds, meaning that it invests primarily in the shares of underlying funds, including
ETFs. Thus, the fund’s investment performance and its ability to achieve its investment goal are directly related to the
performance of the underlying funds in which it invests. Each underlying fund’s performance, in turn, depends on the particular
securities in which that underlying fund invests and the expenses of that underlying fund. Accordingly, the fund is subject to the
risks of the underlying funds in direct proportion to the allocation of its assets among the underlying funds.
Asset Allocation Risk. The fund is subject to asset allocation risk, which is the risk that the selection of the underlying funds and
the allocation of the fund’s assets among the various asset classes and market segments will cause the fund to underperform other
funds with a similar investment objective.
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Market Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to market risk, which is the risk that the value of an investment
may fluctuate in response to stock market movements. Certain of the underlying funds may invest in the equity securities of
smaller companies, which may fluctuate more in value and be more thinly traded than the general market.
Equity Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the
fund will fluctuate in value due to general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the
issuers of securities held by the fund participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose
securities the fund holds. In addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average
returns than fixed income securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Interest Rate Risk. To the extent that the fund invests in underlying funds that invest in debt securities, the fund will be subject to
interest rate risk, which is the risk that the value of your investment will fluctuate with changes in interest rates. Typically, a rise
in interest rates causes a decline in the market value of income-bearing securities. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall;
generally, the longer a bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it is to this risk. The risks associated with increasing rates are
heightened given that interest rates are near historical lows, but may be expected to increase in the future with unpredictable
effects on the markets and the underlying fund's investments.
Credit and Prepayment/Extension Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, is also subject to credit risk, which is the risk
that issuers of debt securities may be unable to meet their interest or principal payment obligations when due. There is also
prepayment/extension risk, which is the chance that a rise/fall in interest rates will reduce/extend the life of a mortgage-backed
security by increasing/decreasing mortgage prepayments, typically reducing the underlying fund’s return.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. The fund, through the underlying funds, may invest in non-investment grade securities (i.e.,
“junk” bonds). Issuers of non-investment grade securities are typically in weak financial health and their ability to pay interest
and principal is uncertain. Compared to issuers of investment grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties
and to be materially affected by these difficulties when they do encounter them. “Junk” bond markets may react strongly to
adverse news about an issuer or the economy, or to the perception or expectation of adverse news.
ETF Risks. The main risks of investing in ETFs are the same as investing in a portfolio of equity securities comprising the index
on which the ETF is based, although lack of liquidity in an ETF could result in it being more volatile than the securities
comprising the index. Additionally, the market prices of ETFs will fluctuate in accordance with both changes in the market value
of their underlying portfolio securities and due to supply and demand for the instruments on the exchanges on which they are
traded (which may result in their trading at a discount or premium to their net asset values). Index-based ETF investments may
not replicate exactly the performance of their specific index because of transaction costs and because of the temporary
unavailability of certain component securities of the index.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad market index, as well as a custom index that reflects the fund’s asset allocation targets. Neither the
bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns
would be less than those shown. The fund’s past performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated
performance information current to the most recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by
calling 1-800-670-3600.
The investment adviser waived 0.10% of the 0.30% annualized management fee for the period June 30, 2006 through April 30,
2008, and for the period July 1, 2014 through December 31, 2017. If the management fee had not been waived, returns would
have been lower.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
4Q 2008

17.13%
-23.84%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Since
Inception
5/1/2009

Class I Shares

18.52%

10.90%

4.62%

N/A

Class II Shares
S&P 500® Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

18.22%
21.83%

10.62%
15.79%

N/A
8.50%

11.44%
16.15%

Aggressive Allocation Fund Custom Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges,

18.83%

10.78%

6.32%

12.23%

account fees, expenses or taxes)

The Aggressive Allocation Fund Custom Index consists of 56% Russell 3000® Index, 24% MSCI ACWI ex-USA Index and 20% Bloomberg
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. David Hottmann, CPA and CFA (Vice President,
Portfolio Manager) and Patrick Ryan, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Hottmann has served in
this capacity since September 2009, and Mr. Ryan has served in this capacity since January 2008.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
CORE BOND FUND
Investment Objective
The Core Bond Fund seeks to generate a high level of current income, consistent with the prudent limitation of investment risk.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.55%
None
0.02%
0.57%

0.55%
0.25%
0.02%
0.82%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$58
84

3 Years
$183
262

5 Years
$318
455

10 Years
$714
1,014

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 16% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
Under normal market conditions, the fund invests at least 80% of its net assets (including borrowings for investment purposes) in
bonds. To keep current income relatively stable and to limit share price volatility, the fund emphasizes investment grade
securities and maintains an intermediate (typically 3-7 year) average portfolio duration, with the goal of being between 85-115%
of the market benchmark duration (for this purpose, the benchmark used is the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index,
the duration of which as of December 31, 2017 was 5.97 years). Duration is an approximation of the expected change in a debt
security’s price given a 1% move in interest rates, using the following formula: [change in debt security value = (change in
interest rates) x (duration) x (-1)]. By way of example, assume XYZ company issues a five year bond which has a duration of 4.5
years. If interest rates were to instantly increase by 1%, the bond would be expected to decrease in value by approximately 4.5%.
The fund is managed so that, under normal market conditions, the weighted average life of the fund will be 10 years or less. The
weighted average life of the fund as of December 31, 2017 was 7.48 years. The fund strives to add incremental return in the
portfolio by making strategic decisions relating to credit risk, sector exposure and yield curve positioning. The fund generally
holds 150-275 individual securities in its portfolio at any given time and may invest in the following instruments:
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• Corporate debt securities: securities issued by domestic and foreign (including emerging market) corporations which
have a rating within the four highest categories and, to a limited extent (up to 20% of its assets), in securities not rated
within the four highest categories (i.e., “junk bonds”). The fund’s investment adviser, Madison Asset Management, LLC
(“Madison”), will only invest in lower-grade securities when it believes that the creditworthiness of the issuer is stable or
improving, and when the potential return of investing in such securities justifies the higher level of risk;
• U.S. Government debt securities: securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. Government or its agencies or
instrumentalities;
• Foreign government debt securities: securities issued or guaranteed by a foreign (including emerging market)
government or its agencies or instrumentalities, payable in U.S. dollars, which have a rating within the four highest
categories;
• Non-rated debt securities: securities issued or guaranteed by corporations, financial institutions, and others which,
although not rated by a national rating service, are considered by Madison to have an investment quality equivalent to
those categories in which the fund is permitted to invest (including up to 20% of the fund’s assets in junk bonds); and
• Asset-backed, mortgage-backed and commercial mortgage-backed securities: securities issued or guaranteed by special
purpose corporations and financial institutions which represent direct or indirect participation in, or are collateralized by,
an underlying pool of assets. The types of assets that can be “securitized” include, among others, residential or
commercial mortgages, credit card receivables, automobile loans, and other assets.
Madison may alter the composition of the fund with regard to quality and maturity and may sell securities prior to maturity. Under
normal market conditions, however, turnover for the fund is generally not expected to exceed 100%. Sales of fund securities may
result in capital gains. This can occur any time Madison sells a bond at a price that was higher than the purchase price, even if
Madison does not engage in active or frequent trading. Madison’s intent when it sells bonds is to “lock in” any gains already
achieved by that investment or, alternatively, prevent additional or potential losses that could occur if Madison continued to hold
the bond. Turnover may also occur when Madison finds an investment that could generate a higher return than the investment
currently held. However, increasing portfolio turnover at a time when Madison’s assessment of market performance is incorrect
could lower investment performance. The fund pays implied brokerage commissions when it purchases or sells bonds, which is
the difference between the bid and ask price. As a result, as portfolio turnover increases, the cumulative effect of this may hurt
fund performance. Under normal market conditions, the fund will not engage in active or frequent trading of its bonds. However,
it is possible that Madison will determine that market conditions require a significant change to the composition of the fund’s
portfolio. For example, if interest rates begin to rise, Madison may attempt to sell bonds in anticipation of further rate increases
before they lose more value. Also, if the fund experiences large swings in shareholder purchases and redemptions, Madison may
be required to sell bonds more frequently in order to generate the cash needed to pay redeeming shareholders.
Madison reserves the right to invest a portion of the fund’s assets in short-term debt securities (i.e., those with maturities of one
year or less) and to maintain a portion of fund assets in uninvested cash. However, Madison does not intend to hold more than
35% of the fund’s assets in such investments, unless Madison determines that market conditions warrant a temporary defensive
investment position. Under such circumstances, up to 100% of the fund may be so invested. To the extent the fund engages in this
temporary defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished. Short-term investments
may include investment grade certificates of deposit, commercial paper and repurchase agreements. Madison might hold
substantial cash reserves in seeking to reduce the fund’s exposure to bond price depreciation during a period of rising interest
rates and to maintain desired liquidity while awaiting more attractive investment conditions in the bond market.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison’s general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Interest Rate Risk. As with most income funds, the fund is subject to interest rate risk, which is the risk that the value of your
investment will fluctuate with changes in interest rates. Typically, a rise in interest rates causes a decline in the market value of
income bearing securities. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally, the longer the bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it
is to this risk. The risks associated with increasing rates are heightened given that interest rates are still very low despite recent
rate increases, but may be expected to increase in the future with unpredictable effects on the markets and the fund's investments.
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Call Risk. If a bond issuer “calls” a bond held by the fund (i.e., pays it off at a specified price before it matures), the fund could
have to reinvest the proceeds at a lower interest rate. It may also experience a loss if the bond is called at a price lower than what
the fund paid for the bond.
Risk of Default. Although the fund’s investment adviser monitors the condition of bond issuers, it is still possible that unexpected
events could cause the issuer to be unable to pay either principal or interest on its bond. This could cause the bond to go into
default and lose value. Some federal agency securities are not backed by the full faith and credit of the United States, so in the
event of default, the fund would have to look to the agency issuing the bond for ultimate repayment.
Mortgage-Backed Securities Risk. The fund may own obligations backed by mortgages issued by a government agency or
through a government-sponsored program. If the mortgage holders prepay principal during a period of falling interest rates, the
fund could be exposed to prepayment risk. In that case, the fund would have to reinvest the proceeds at a lower interest rate. The
security itself may not increase in value with the corresponding drop in rates since the prepayment acts to shorten the maturity of
the security.
Liquidity Risk. The fund is also subject to liquidity risk, which means there may be little or no trading activity for the debt
securities in which the fund invests, and that may make it difficult for the fund to value accurately and/or sell those securities. In
addition, liquid debt securities in which the fund invests are subject to the risk that during certain periods their liquidity will
shrink or disappear suddenly and without warning as a result of adverse economic, regulatory or market conditions, or adverse
investor perceptions. If the fund experiences rapid, large redemptions during a period in which a substantial portion of its debt
securities are illiquid, the fund may be forced to sell those securities at a discount, which could result in significant fund and
shareholder losses.
Credit Risk and Prepayment/Extension Risk. The fund is subject to credit risk, which is the risk that issuers of debt securities may
be unable to meet their interest or principal payment obligations when due. There is also prepayment/extension risk, which is the
chance that a fall/rise in interest rates will reduce/extend the life of a mortgage-backed security by increasing/decreasing mortgage
prepayments, typically reducing the fund’s return.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. To the extent that the fund invests in non-investment grade securities, the fund is also
subject to above-average credit, market and other risks. Issuers of non-investment grade securities (i.e., “junk” bonds) are
typically in weak financial health and their ability to pay interest and principal is uncertain. Compared to issuers of investment
grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties and to be materially affected by these difficulties when they
do encounter them. “Junk” bond markets may react strongly to adverse news about an issuer or the economy, or to the perception
or expectation of adverse news.
Derivatives Risk. The risk that loss may result from investments in options, forwards, futures, swaps and other derivatives
instruments. These instruments may be illiquid, difficult to price and leveraged so that small changes in the value of the
underlying instruments may produce disproportionate losses to the fund. Derivatives are also subject to counterparty risk, which is
the risk that the other party to the transaction will not fulfill its contractual obligations.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

3Q 2009
4Q 2016

3.57%
-2.60%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017
1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception
5/1/2009

Class I Shares

3.11%

1.66%

3.33%

N/A

Class II Shares
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (reflects no deduction for sales

2.85%
3.54%

1.41%
2.10%

N/A
4.01%

3.17%
3.96%

charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. Paul Lefurgey, CFA (Chairman, Executive Committee
and Director of Fixed Income Investments), Greg Poplett, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager), and Michael Sanders, CFA
(Vice President, Portfolio Manager), co-manage the fund. Mr. Lefurgey has served in this capacity since July 2009, Mr. Poplett
have served in this capacity since June 2013, and Mr. Sanders has served in this capacity since September 2016.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
HIGH INCOME FUND
Investment Objective
The High Income Fund seeks high current income. The fund also seeks capital appreciation, but only when consistent with its
primary goal.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Acquired Fund Fees and Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses1

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.75%
None
0.02%
0.02%
0.79%

0.75%
0.25%
0.02%
0.02%
1.04%

1

Total annual fund operation expenses for the period ended December 31, 2017 do not match the financial statements because
the financial statements do not include acquired fund fees and expenses.

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$81
106

3 Years
$252
331

5 Years
$439
574

10 Years
$978
1,271

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 39% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
The fund invests primarily in lower-rated, higher-yielding income bearing securities, such as “junk” bonds. Because the
performance of these securities has historically been strongly influenced by economic conditions, the fund may rotate securities
selection by business sector according to the economic outlook. Under normal market conditions, the fund invests at least 80% of
its net assets (including borrowings for investment purposes) in bonds rated lower than investment grade (BBB/Baa) and their
unrated equivalents or other high-yielding securities. Types of bonds and other securities include, but are not limited to, domestic
and foreign (including emerging market) corporate bonds, debentures, notes, convertible securities, preferred stocks, municipal
obligations, government obligations and mortgage-backed securities. Up to 25% of the fund’s assets may be invested in the
securities of issuers in any one industry, and up to 50% of the fund’s assets may be invested in restricted securities (a restricted
security is one that has a contractual restriction on resale or cannot be resold publicly until it is registered under the Securities Act
of 1933, as amended). The dollar weighted average life of the fund as of December 31, 2017 was 3.69 years.
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In selecting the fund’s investments, the portfolio managers employ a multi-faceted, “bottom up” investment approach that utilizes
proprietary analytical tools which are integral to assessing the potential risk and relative value of each investment and also assist
in identifying companies that are likely to have the ability to meet their interest and principal payments on their debt securities.
Investment candidates are analyzed in depth at a variety of risk levels. Investments are not made on the basis of one single factor.
Rather, investments are made based on the careful consideration of a variety of factors, including:
• Analyses of business risks (including leverage risk) and macro risks (including interest rate trends, capital market
conditions and default rates);
• Assessment of the industry’s attractiveness and competitiveness;
• Evaluation of the business, including core strengths and competitive weaknesses;
• Qualitative evaluation of the management team, including in-person meetings or conference calls with key managers; and
• Quantitative analyses of the company’s financial statements.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Interest Rate/Credit Risks. The fund is subject to interest rate risk and above-average credit risk, which are risks that the value of
your investment will fluctuate in response to changes in interest rates or an issuer will not honor a financial obligation. Investors
should expect greater fluctuations in share price, yield and total return compared to bond funds holding bonds and other income
bearing securities with higher credit ratings and/or shorter maturities. These fluctuations, whether positive or negative, may be
sharp and unanticipated. The risks associated with increasing rates are heightened given that interest rates are near historical lows,
but may be expected to increase in the future with unpredictable effects on the markets and the fund's investments.
Liquidity Risk. The fund is also subject to liquidity risk, which means there may be little or no trading activity for the debt
securities in which the fund invests, and that may make it difficult for the fund to value accurately and/or sell those securities. In
addition, liquid debt securities in which the fund invests are subject to the risk that during certain periods their liquidity will
shrink or disappear suddenly and without warning as a result of adverse economic, regulatory or market conditions, or adverse
investor perceptions. If the fund experiences rapid, large redemptions during a period in which a substantial portion of its debt
securities are illiquid, the fund may be forced to sell those securities at a discount, which could result in significant fund and
shareholder losses. Liquidity risk may be higher for this fund than those of income funds that hold U.S. government securities as
part of their portfolios because the liquidity of U.S. government securities has historically continued in times of recent market
stress. This fund normally holds few or no U.S. government securities.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. Issuers of non-investment grade securities (i.e., “junk” bonds) are typically in weak
financial health and compared to issuers of investment-grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties and to
be materially affected by these difficulties when they do encounter them. Because the fund invests a significant portion of its
assets in these securities, the fund may be subject to greater levels of credit and liquidity risk than a fund that does not invest in
such securities. These securities are considered predominately speculative with respect to the issuer's continuing ability to make
principal and interest payments. An economic downturn or period of rising interest rates could adversely affect the market for
these securities and reduce the fund's ability to sell these securities (see “Liquidity Risk” above). If the issuer of a security is in
default with respect to interest or principal payments, the fund may lose its entire investment. Because of the risks involved in
investing in non-investment grade securities, an investment in a fund that invests in such securities should be considered
speculative.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.
Prepayment/Extension Risk. The fund may also invest in mortgage-backed securities that are subject to prepayment/extension
risks, which is the chance that a fall/rise in interest rates will reduce/extend the life of a mortgage-backed security by increasing/
decreasing mortgage prepayments, typically reducing the fund’s return.
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Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.
The performance data presented below for periods prior to January 1, 2016, are the performance of the previous subadviser.

Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

3Q 2009
4Q 2008

9.51%
-10.47%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017
1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception
5/1/2009

Class I Shares

6.32%

4.53%

6.43%

N/A

Class II Shares

6.06%
7.48%

4.27%
5.81%

N/A
7.96%

7.53%
10.99%

ICE BofAML U.S. High Yield Constrained Index (reflects no deduction for sales
charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. Michael Sanders, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio
Manager) and Allen Olson, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager), co-manage the fund. Messrs. Sanders and Olson have
served in this capacity since January 2016.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial advisor), the fund,
the fund’s investment adviser and/or the fund’s principal distributor may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and
related services. These payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other financial intermediary
and your financial advisor to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your financial advisor or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
DIVERSIFIED INCOME FUND
Investment Objective
The Diversified Income Fund seeks a high total return through the combination of income and capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.70%
None
0.02%
0.72%

0.70%
0.25%
0.02%
0.97%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$74
99

3 Years
$230
309

5 Years
$401
536

10 Years
$894
1,190

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 16% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
The fund seeks income by investing in a broadly diversified array of securities including bonds, common stocks, real estate
securities, foreign market bonds and stocks and money market instruments. Bonds, stock and cash components will vary,
reflecting the portfolio managers’ judgments of the relative availability of attractively yielding and priced stocks and bonds;
however, under normal market conditions, the fund’s portfolio managers generally attempt to target a 40% bond and 60% stock
investment allocation. Nevertheless, bonds (including investment grade, non-investment grade securities (i.e., "junk" bonds), and
mortgage- or asset-backed) may constitute up to 80% of the fund’s assets, stocks (including common stocks, preferred stocks and
convertible bonds) may constitute up to 70% of the fund’s assets, real estate securities may constitute up to 25% of the fund’s
assets, foreign (including American Depositary Receipts ("ADRs") and emerging market) stocks and bonds may constitute up to
25% of the fund’s assets, and money market instruments may constitute up to 25% of the fund’s assets. Although the fund is
permitted to invest up to 80% of its assets in lower credit quality bonds, under normal circumstances, the fund intends to limit the
investment in lower credit quality bonds to less than 50% of the fund’s assets.
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With regard to the fixed income component of the fund, while there is no maturity strategy utilized, the fund is managed with the
goal of being between 90-110% of the market benchmark duration. The weighted average life of the fund’s bond portfolio as of
December 31, 2017 was 7.92 years. Duration is an approximation of the expected change in a debt security’s price given a 1%
move in interest rates, using the following formula: [change in debt security value = (change in interest rates) x (duration) x (-1)].
By way of example, assume XYZ company issues a five year bond which has a duration of 4.5 years. If interest rates were to
instantly increase by 1%, the bond would be expected to decrease in value by approximately 4.5%. As of December 31, 2017, the
duration of the fund’s bond portfolio was 5.70 years, and the duration of the benchmark index (which, for this purpose, is the
ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate, Government & Mortgage Index), was 6.44 years.
The balance between the two strategies of the fund -- i.e., fixed income investing and equity investing -- is determined after
reviewing the risks associated with each type of investment, with the goal of meaningful risk reduction as market conditions
demand. The fund may also invest in exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) that are registered investment companies and may also
write (sell) covered call options, when deemed appropriate by the portfolio managers, in order to generate additional income
through the collection of option premiums. With regard to the equity portion of the fund, the fund generally holds 30-60
individual securities in its portfolio at any given time. This reflects the belief of the fund's investment adviser, Madison Asset
Management, LLC ("Madison"), that your money should be invested in Madison's top investment ideas, and that focusing on
Madison's best investment ideas is the best way to achieve the fund’s investment objective.
The fund typically sells a stock when the fundamental expectations for producing competitive yields at an acceptable level of
price risk no longer apply, the price exceeds its intrinsic value or other stocks appear more attractive.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison's general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Market Risk. The share price of the fund reflects the value of the securities it holds. If a security’s price falls, the share price of
the fund will go down (unless another security’s price rises by an offsetting amount). If the fund’s share price falls below the
price you paid for your shares, you could lose money when you redeem your shares.
Equity Risk. The fund is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the fund will fluctuate in value due to
general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the issuers of securities held by the fund
participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose securities the fund holds. In
addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average returns than fixed income
securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Interest Rate Risk. The fund is subject to interest rate risk, which is the risk that the value of your investment will fluctuate with
changes in interest rates. Typically, a rise in interest rates causes a decline in the market value of income-bearing securities.
When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally, the longer a bond’s maturity, the more sensitive it is to this risk. The risks
associated with increasing rates are heightened given that interest rates are near historical lows, but may be expected to increase in
the future with unpredictable effects on the markets and the fund's investments.
Credit Risk. The fund is subject to credit risk, which is the risk that issuers of debt securities may be unable to meet their interest
or principal payment obligations when due.
Non-Investment Grade Security Risk. Issuers of non-investment grade securities (i.e., “junk” bonds) are typically in weak
financial health and, compared to issuers of investment-grade bonds, they are more likely to encounter financial difficulties and to
be materially affected by these difficulties when they do encounter them. Because the fund may invest a significant portion of its
assets in these securities, the fund may be subject to greater levels of credit and liquidity risk than a fund that does not invest in
such securities. These securities are considered predominately speculative with respect to the issuer's continuing ability to make
principal and interest payments. An economic downturn or period of rising interest rates could adversely affect the market for
these securities and reduce the fund's ability to sell these securities. If the issuer of a security is in default with respect to interest
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or principal payments, the fund may lose its entire investment. Because of the risks involved in investing in non-investment grade
securities, an investment in a fund that invests in such securities should be considered speculative.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to broad measures of market performance, as well as a custom index. Neither the bar chart nor the table
reflects charges deducted in connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those
shown. The fund’s past performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information
current to the most recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.

Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

3Q 2009
4Q 2008

7.65%
-7.30%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Since
Inception
5/1/2009

Class I Shares

13.31%

8.98%

6.80%

N/A

Class II Shares

13.03%

8.71%

N/A

9.82%

21.83%
3.63%

15.79%
2.13%

8.50%
4.06%

16.15%
3.95%

12.42%

8.90%

6.58%

10.11%

®

S&P 500 Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)
ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate, Government & Mortgage Index (reflects no deduction for sales
charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

Custom Blended Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees, expenses or taxes)

The Diversified Income Fund Custom Index consists of 50% ICE BofAML U.S. Corporate Government & Mortgage Index and 50% of the S&P
500® Index.

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. John Brown, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager),
Paul Lefurgey, CFA (Chairman, Executive Committee and Director of Fixed Income Investments), Chris Nisbet, CFA (Vice
President, Portfolio Manager), and Drew Justman, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Brown has
served in this capacity since 1998, Mr. Lefurgey has served in this capacity since May 2013, Mr. Nisbet has served in this capacity
since June 2013, and Mr. Justman has served in this capacity since May 2015.
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Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser ), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
LARGE CAP VALUE FUND
Investment Objective
The Large Cap Value Fund seeks long-term capital growth, with income as a secondary consideration.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.60%
None
0.02%
0.62%

0.60%
0.25%
0.01%
0.87%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$63
89

3 Years
$199
278

5 Years
$346
482

10 Years
$774
1,073

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 77% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
The fund will, under normal market conditions, maintain at least 80% of its net assets (including borrowings for investment
purposes) in large cap stocks (generally, stocks with a market capitalization of the companies represented in the Russell 1000®
Value Index -- as of the most recent reconstitution date, the low end of the range of market capitalizations included in this index
was $1.84 billion). The fund follows what is known as a “value” approach, which generally means that the manager seeks to
invest in stocks at prices below their perceived intrinsic value as estimated based on fundamental analysis of the issuing company
and its prospects. By investing in value stocks, the fund attempts to limit the downside risk over time but may also produce
smaller gains than other stock funds if their intrinsic values are not realized by the market or if growth-oriented investments are
favored by investors. The fund will diversify its holdings among various industries and among companies within those industries.
The fund may also invest in warrants, convertible securities, preferred stocks and debt securities (including non-investment grade
debt securities). The fund may invest up to 25% of its assets in foreign securities, including American Depositary Receipts
(“ADRs”) and emerging market securities, and may invest in exchange traded funds ("ETFs") that are registered investment
companies. The fund generally holds 25-60 individual securities in its portfolio at any given time. This reflects the belief of the
fund's investment adviser, Madison Asset Management, LLC ("Madison"), that your money should be invested in Madison’s top
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investment ideas, and that focusing on Madison's best investment ideas is the best way to achieve the fund’s investment
objectives.
The fund typically sells a stock when the fundamental expectations for buying it no longer apply, the price exceeds its intrinsic
value or other stocks appear more attractively priced relative to their intrinsic values.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison's general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Market Risk. The share price of the fund reflects the value of the securities it holds. If a security’s price falls, the share price of
the fund will go down (unless another security’s price rises by an offsetting amount). If the fund’s share price falls below the
price you paid for your shares, you could lose money when you redeem your shares.
Equity Risk. The fund is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the fund will fluctuate in value due to
general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the issuers of securities held by the fund
participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose securities the fund holds. In
addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average returns than fixed income
securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Value Investing Risk. The fund primarily invests in “value” oriented stocks which may help limit the risk of negative portfolio
returns. However, these “value” stocks are subject to the risk that their perceived intrinsic values may never be realized by the
market, and to the risk that, although the stock is believed to be undervalued, it is actually appropriately priced or overpriced due
to unanticipated problems associated with the issuer or industry.
ETF Risks. The main risks of investing in ETFs are the same as investing in a portfolio of equity securities comprising the index
on which the ETF is based, although lack of liquidity in an ETF could result in it being more volatile than the securities
comprising the index. Additionally, the market prices of ETFs will fluctuate in accordance with both changes in the market value
of their underlying portfolio securities and due to supply and demand for the instruments on the exchanges on which they are
traded (which may result in their trading at a discount or premium to their net asset values.) Index-based ETF investments may
not replicate exactly the performance of their specific index because of transaction costs and because of the temporary
unavailability of certain component securities of the index.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

3Q 2009
4Q 2008

15.09%
-20.99%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017
Since Inception
5/1/2009

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Class I Shares

16.23%

13.32%

6.15%

N/A

Class II Shares

15.94%
13.66%

13.04%
14.04%

N/A
7.10%

13.53%
15.15%

Russell 1000® Value Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees,
expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. John Brown, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager)
and Drew Justman, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Brown has served in this capacity since
July 2009 and Mr. Justman has served in this capacity since May 2014.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND
Investment Objective
The Large Cap Growth Fund seeks long-term capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.80%
None
0.02%
0.82%

0.80%
0.25%
0.02%
1.07%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$84
109

3 Years
$262
340

5 Years
$455
590

10 Years
$1,014
1,306

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 22% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
The fund seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing primarily in common stocks of larger companies and will, under
normal market conditions, maintain at least 80% of its net assets (including borrowings for investment purposes) in such large cap
stocks. For this purpose, the term “large cap stock” refers to stocks with a market capitalization of the companies in the Russell
1000® Growth Index (as of the most recent reconstitution date, the low end of the range of market capitalizations included in this
index was $2.16 billion). For purposes of the 80% large cap stock allocation discussed above, the stocks selected for the fund will
represent primarily well-established companies that have a demonstrated pattern of consistent growth and, to a lesser extent, less
established companies that may offer more rapid growth potential. The fund may also invest up to 25% of its assets in foreign
securities, including American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”) and emerging market securities. To the extent invested in common
stocks, the fund generally invests in 25-60 companies at any given time. This reflects the belief of the fund’s investment adviser,
Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), that your money should be invested in Madison’s top investment ideas, and that
focusing on Madison’s best investment ideas is the best way to achieve the fund’s investment objectives.
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Madison follows a rigorous three-step process when evaluating companies pursuant to which Madison considers (1) the business
model, (2) the management team, and (3) the valuation of each potential investment. When evaluating the business model,
Madison looks for sustainable competitive advantages, metrics that demonstrate relatively high levels of profitability, stable and
growing earnings, and a solid balance sheet. When assessing management, Madison evaluates its operational and capital
allocation track records and the nature of its accounting practices. The final step in the process is assessing the proper valuation
for the company. Madison strives to purchase securities trading at a discount to their intrinsic value as determined by discounted
cash flows modeling and additional valuation methodologies. Often, Madison finds companies that clear the business model and
management team hurdles, but not the valuation hurdle. Those companies are monitored for inclusion at a later date when the
price may be more appropriate. Madison seeks to avoid the downside risks associated with overpriced securities.
Madison may sell stocks for a number of reasons, including: (i) the price target Madison has set for stock has been achieved or
exceeded, (ii) the fundamental business prospects for the company have materially changed, or (iii) Madison finds a more
attractive alternative.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Market Risk. The share price of the fund reflects the value of the securities it holds. If a security’s price falls, the share price of
the fund will go down (unless another security’s price rises by an offsetting amount). If the fund’s share price falls below the
price you paid for your shares, you could lose money when you redeem your shares.
Equity Risk. The fund is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the fund will fluctuate in value due to
general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the issuers of securities held by the fund
participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose securities the fund holds. In
addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average returns than fixed income
securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Growth Investing Risk. Due to its focus on stocks that may appreciate in value and lack of emphasis on those that provide current
income, this fund will typically experience greater volatility over time than a large cap value security.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.
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Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
4Q 2008

14.23%
-21.54%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017
1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Class I Shares

22.28%

14.33%

7.63%

Since Inception
5/1/2009
N/A

Class II Shares

21.98%
30.21%

14.05%
17.33%

N/A
10.00%

13.42%
17.30%

®

Russell 1000 Growth Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges,
account fees, expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. Matt Hayner, CFA (Vice President, Portfolio Manager)
and Adam Sweet, CFA (Vice President, Associate Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Messrs. Hayner and Sweet have
served in this capacity since May 2018.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
MID CAP FUND
Investment Objective
The Mid Cap Fund seeks long-term capital appreciation.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

0.90%
None
0.02%
0.92%

0.90%
0.25%
0.02%
1.17%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$94
118

3 Years
$293
372

5 Years
$509
644

10 Years
$1,131
1,420

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 22% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
The fund invests generally in common stocks, securities convertible into common stocks and related equity securities of
“midsize” companies (for this purpose, “midsize” is defined as those companies with market capitalizations of between $500
million and $50 billion). Under normal market conditions, the fund will maintain at least 80% of its net assets (including
borrowings for investment purposes) in such mid cap securities. The fund may also invest in exchange traded funds (“ETFs”) that
are registered investment companies, warrants, preferred stocks and debt securities, including non-investment grade convertible
debt securities, and up to 25% of its assets in foreign securities (including American Depositary Receipts (“ADRs”) and emerging
market securities). The fund generally holds 25-40 individual securities in its portfolio at any given time. This reflects the belief
of the fund's investment adviser, Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), that your money should be invested in
Madison’s top investment ideas, and that focusing on Madison's best investment ideas is the best way to achieve the fund’s
investment objective.
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The fund seeks attractive long-term returns through bottom-up security selection based on fundamental analysis in a diversified
portfolio of high-quality companies with attractive valuations. These will typically be industry leading companies in niches with
strong growth prospects. The fund’s portfolio manager believes in selecting stocks for the fund that show steady, sustainable
growth and reasonable valuation.
Madison follows a rigorous three-step process when evaluating companies pursuant to which Madison considers (1) the business
model, (2) the management team, and (3) the valuation of each potential investment. When evaluating the business model,
Madison looks for sustainable competitive advantages, metrics that demonstrate relatively high levels of profitability, stable and
growing earnings, and a solid balance sheet. When assessing management, Madison evaluates its operational and capital
allocation track records and the nature of its accounting practices. The final step in the process is assessing the proper valuation
for the company. Madison strives to purchase securities trading at a discount to their intrinsic value as determined by discounted
cash flows modeling and additional valuation methodologies. Often, Madison finds companies that clear the business model and
management team hurdles, but not the valuation hurdle. Those companies are monitored for inclusion at a later date when the
price may be more appropriate. Madison seeks to avoid the downside risks associated with overpriced securities.
Madison may sell stocks for a number of reasons, including: (i) the price target Madison has set for the stock has been achieved or
exceeded, (ii) the fundamental business prospects for the company have materially changed, or (iii) Madison finds a more
attractive alternative.
The fund’s investment strategy reflects Madison’s general “Participate and Protect®” investment philosophy. Madison’s
expectation is that investors in the fund will participate in market appreciation during bull markets and experience something less
than full participation during bear markets compared with investors in portfolios holding more speculative and volatile securities;
therefore, this investment philosophy is intended to represent a conservative investment strategy. There is no assurance that
Madison’s expectations regarding this investment strategy will be realized.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Market Risk. The share price of the fund reflects the value of the securities it holds. If a security’s price falls, the share price of
the fund will go down (unless another security’s price rises by an offsetting amount). If the fund’s share price falls below the
price you paid for your shares, you could lose money when you redeem your shares.
Equity Risk. The fund is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the fund will fluctuate in value due to
general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the issuers of securities held by the fund
participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose securities the fund holds. In
addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average returns than fixed income
securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Mid Cap Risk. The fund’s investments in midsize companies may entail greater risks than investments in larger, more established
companies. Midsize companies tend to have narrower product lines, fewer financial resources and a more limited trading market
for their securities, as compared to larger companies. They may also experience greater price volatility than securities of larger
capitalization companies because growth prospects for these companies may be less certain and the market for such securities
may be smaller. Some midsize companies may not have established financial histories; may have limited product lines, markets
or financial resources; may depend on a few key personnel for management; and may be susceptible to losses and risks of
bankruptcy.
Growth and Value Risks. Stocks with growth characteristics can experience sharp price declines as a result of earnings
disappointments, even small ones. Stocks with value characteristics carry the risk that investors will not recognize their intrinsic
value for a long time or that they are actually appropriately priced at a low level. Because the fund generally follows a strategy of
holding stocks with both growth and value characteristics, any particular stock’s share price may be negatively affected by either
set of risks.
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ETF Risks. The main risks of investing in ETFs are the same as investing in a portfolio of equity securities comprising the index
on which the ETF is based, although lack of liquidity in an ETF could result in it being more volatile than the securities
comprising the index. Additionally, the market prices of ETFs will fluctuate in accordance with both changes in the market value
of their underlying portfolio securities and due to supply and demand for the instruments on the exchanges on which they are
traded (which may result in their trading at a discount or premium to their net asset values.) Index-based ETF investments may
not replicate exactly the performance of their specific index because of transaction costs and because of the temporary
unavailability of certain component securities of the index.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investments in foreign securities involve risks relating to currency fluctuations and
to political, social and economic developments abroad, as well as risks resulting from differences between the regulations to
which U.S. and foreign issuers and markets are subject. These risks may be greater in emerging markets. The investment markets
of emerging countries are generally more volatile than markets of developed countries with more mature economies.

Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.

Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
4Q 2008

27.68%
-32.68%

1 Year

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception
5/1/2009

Class I Shares

15.74%

13.38%

7.89%

N/A

Class II Shares
Russell Midcap® Index (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees,

15.45%
18.52%

13.09%
14.96%

N/A
9.11%

15.08%
16.95%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC. Richard Eisinger (Director of U.S. Equities and Portfolio
Manager) and Haruki Toyama (Director of U.S. Equities and Portfolio Manager) co-manage the fund. Mr. Eisinger has served in
this capacity since January 1998 and Mr. Toyama has served in this capacity since May 2015.
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Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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FUND SUMMARY
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FUND
Investment Objective
The International Stock Fund seeks long-term growth of capital.

Fees and Expenses
This table describes the fees and expenses that you may pay if you buy and hold shares of the fund. Actual expenses may be
greater or less than those shown. The expenses do not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or
retirement plan. If these expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.
Shareholder Fees:
(fees paid directly from your investment)
Maximum Sales Charge Imposed on Purchases (as a percentage of offering price)
Maximum Deferred Sales Charge (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Redemption Fee Within 30 days of Purchase (as a percentage of amount redeemed)
Annual Fund Operating Expenses:
(expenses that you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)
Management Fees
Distribution and/or Service (Rule 12b-1) Fees
Other Expenses
Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses

Class I

Class II

None
None
None

None
None
None

Class I

Class II

1.15%
None
0.02%
1.17%

1.15%
0.25%
0.02%
1.42%

Example:
The following example is intended to help you compare the cost of investing in the fund with the cost of investing in other mutual
funds. The example assumes you invest $10,000 in the fund for the time periods indicated and then hold or redeem your shares at
the end of the period. The example also assumes that your investment has a 5% return each year and that the fund’s operating
expenses remain the same. Although your actual costs may be higher or lower, based on these assumptions, your costs would be:
Class I
Class II

1 Year
$119
145

3 Years
$372
449

5 Years
$644
776

10 Years
$1,420
1,702

The example does not reflect any expenses, fees or charges paid under your variable contract or retirement plan. If these
expenses, fees or charges were included, your costs would be higher.

Portfolio Turnover
The fund pays transaction costs, such as commissions, when it buys and sells securities (or “turns over” its portfolio). A higher
portfolio turnover may indicate higher transaction costs. These costs, which are not reflected in total annual fund operating
expenses or in the expense examples above, affect the fund’s performance. During the most recent fiscal year, the fund’s portfolio
turnover rate was 28% of the average value of its portfolio.

Principal Investment Strategies
Under normal market conditions, the fund invests at least 80% of its net assets (including borrowings for investment purposes) in
the stock of foreign companies. For this purpose, a foreign company is one whose principal operations are located outside the
U.S., or that is organized outside the U.S., whose securities are principally traded outside of the U.S., and/or whose securities are
quoted or denominated in a foreign currency. The types of stocks that the fund may invest in include common stocks, securities
convertible into common stocks, preferred stocks, and other securities representing equity interests such as American Depository
Receipts (“ADRs”) (which represent an interest in the shares of a non-U.S. company that have been deposited with a U.S. bank,
trade in U.S. dollars and clear through U.S. settlement systems, thus allowing the holder of an ADR to avoid having to transact in
a foreign currency), European Depositary Receipts (“EDRs”) and Global Depositary Receipts (“GDRs”). EDRs and GDRs are
receipts evidencing an arrangement with a non-U.S. financial institution similar to that for ADRs and are designed for use in nonU.S. securities markets. The fund may also invest in debt securities, foreign money market instruments, and other income bearing
securities as well as forward foreign currency exchange contracts and other derivative securities and contracts. The fund usually
holds securities of issuers located in at least three countries other than the U.S. and generally holds 60-80 individual securities in
its portfolio at any given time.
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Typically, a majority of the fund’s assets are invested in relatively large capitalization stocks of issuers located or operating in
developed countries. Such securities are those issued by companies located in countries included in the Morgan Stanley Capital
International, Europe, Australasia, and Far East (“MSCI EAFE”) Index. The fund may also invest up to 30% of its assets in
securities of companies whose principal business activities are located in emerging market countries. The subadviser typically
maintains this segment of the fund’s portfolio in such stocks which it believes have a low market price relative to their perceived
value based on fundamental analysis of the issuing company and its prospects. This is sometimes referred to as a “value”
approach. It may also invest in foreign debt and other income bearing securities at times when it believes that income bearing
securities have greater capital appreciation potential than equity securities.
Although the fund expects to pursue its investment objective utilizing its principal investment strategies regardless of market
conditions, the fund may invest up to 100% in money market instruments. To the extent the fund engages in this temporary
defensive position, the fund’s ability to achieve its investment objective may be diminished.

Principal Risks
The specific risks of owning the fund are set forth below. You could lose money as a result of investing in the fund. An
investment in the fund is not a deposit of a bank and is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
any other government agency, entity or person. The fund’s share price and total return will fluctuate. You should consider your
own investment goals, time horizon and risk tolerance before investing in the fund.
Market Risk. The share price of the fund reflects the value of the securities it holds. If a security’s price falls, the share price of
the fund will go down (unless another security’s price rises by an offsetting amount). If the fund’s share price falls below the
price you paid for your shares, you could lose money when you redeem your shares.
Equity Risk. The fund is subject to equity risk. Equity risk is the risk that securities held by the fund will fluctuate in value due to
general market or economic conditions, perceptions regarding the industries in which the issuers of securities held by the fund
participate, and the particular circumstances and performance of particular companies whose securities the fund holds. In
addition, while broad market measures of common stocks have historically generated higher average returns than fixed income
securities, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility in those returns.
Value Investing Risk. A portion of the fund is invested in “value” oriented stocks which may help limit the risk of negative
portfolio returns. However, these “value” stocks are subject to the risk that their perceived intrinsic values may never be realized
by the market, and to the risk that, although the stock is believed to be undervalued, it is actually appropriately priced or
overpriced due to unanticipated problems associated with the issuer or industry.
Derivatives Risk. The risk that loss may result from investments in options, forwards, futures, swaps and other derivatives
instruments. These instruments may be illiquid, difficult to price and leveraged so that small changes in the value of the
underlying instruments may produce disproportionate losses to the fund. Derivatives are also subject to counterparty risk, which is
the risk that the other party to the transaction will not fulfill its contractual obligations.
Foreign Security and Emerging Market Risk. Investing in foreign securities involves certain special considerations and additional
risks which are not typically associated with investing in securities of domestic issuers or U.S. dollar denominated securities.
These risks may make the fund more volatile than a comparable domestic stock fund. For example, foreign securities are
typically subject to:
• Fluctuations in currency exchange rates.
• Higher trading and custody charges compared to securities of U.S. companies.
• Different accounting and reporting practices than U.S. companies. As a result, it is often more difficult to evaluate
financial information from foreign issuers. Also, the laws of some foreign countries limit the information that is
made available to investors.
• Less stringent securities regulations than those of the U.S.
• Potential political instability.
• Potential economic instability. The economies of individual foreign countries may differ favorably or unfavorably
from the U.S. economy in such respects as growth of gross national product, rate of inflation and industry
diversification. Such differences may cause the economies of these countries to be less stable than the U.S.
economy and may make them more sensitive to economic fluctuations.
The risks of international investing are higher in emerging markets such as those of Latin America, Africa, Asia and Eastern
Europe.
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Performance
The following bar chart and table provide some indication of the risks of investing in the fund. The bar chart shows how the
fund’s investment results have varied from year to year. The table shows the fund’s average annual total returns for various
periods compared to a broad measure of market performance. Neither the bar chart nor the table reflects charges deducted in
connection with variable contracts. If these charges were reflected, returns would be less than those shown. The fund’s past
performance is not necessarily an indication of its future performance. Updated performance information current to the most
recent month-end is available at no cost by visiting www.ultraseriesfund.com or by calling 1-800-670-3600.
For periods shown prior to December 31, 2013, and after September 30, 2016, the investment results reflect the fund’s
performance under the management of Lazard. For the periods shown from December 31, 2013 through September 30, 2016, the
investment results reflect the fund's performance under the management of a different subadviser.

Calendar Year Total Returns for Class I Shares

Best Calendar Quarter:
Worst Calendar Quarter:

2Q 2009
3Q 2011

22.70%
-18.17%

Average Annual Total Returns
For Periods Ended December 31, 2017

Class I Shares
Class II Shares
MSCI EAFE Index (net) (reflects no deduction for sales charges, account fees,

1 Year
22.54%
22.24%
25.03%

5 Years
5.28%
5.02%
7.90%

10 Years
1.99%
N/A
1.94%

Since Inception
5/1/2009
N/A
8.40%
9.54%

expenses or taxes)

Portfolio Management
The investment adviser to the fund is Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”). Madison has delegated the day-to-day
responsibility of managing the fund to Lazard Asset Management LLC (“Lazard”), the fund's subadviser. Michael Fry (Managing
Director and Portfolio Manager of Lazard), Michael Bennett, CPA (Managing Director and Portfolio Manager of Lazard), Kevin
Matthews, CFA (Managing Director and Portfolio Manager of Lazard), Michael Powers (Managing Director and Portfolio
Manager of Lazard), and John Reinsberg (Deputy Chairman of Lazard) co-manage the fund. Messrs. Reinsberg and Bennett have
co-managed the fund since October 2016, and from its inception (October 31, 2000) until December 30, 2013; Mr. Fry has comanaged the fund since October 2016 and from 2005-2013; Mr. Powers has co-managed the fund since October 2016 and from
2002-2013; and Mr. Matthews has co-managed the fund since October 2016.

Purchase and Sale of Fund Shares
Class I and II shares of the fund are offered to separate accounts of CMFG Life Insurance Company (f/k/a CUNA Mutual
Insurance Society) (“CMFG Life Accounts”), while Class I shares are also offered to certain of its pension plans (“CMFG Life
Plans”). Investments in the fund by CMFG Life Accounts are made through variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, “variable contracts”). Purchase or redemption orders under the variable contracts and CMFG Life Plans will be
invested or redeemed (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund at the net asset value next determined after the
fund receives the order. Please refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.
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Tax Information
The fund generally distributes most or all of its net investment income and net capital gains. Net capital gain distributions, if any,
are typically made in December. Net investment income distributions are declared and paid annually. Distributions that a CMFG
Life Account or CMFG Life Plan receives from the fund should not be taxable, nor should gains realized upon the sale or
redemption of fund shares, until such distributions or gains are withdrawn from the variable contract or CMFG Life Plan. Please
refer to the variable contract prospectus or plan documents for further information.

Payments to Broker-Dealers and Other Financial Intermediaries
If you purchase shares of the fund through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as a financial adviser), the fund
and the fund’s distributor or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund shares and related services. These
payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or other intermediary and your individual financial
adviser to recommend the fund over another investment. Ask your individual financial adviser or visit your financial
intermediary’s website for more information.
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ADDITIONAL RISKS
Unknown Market Risks
Investing in the funds involves risk. In addition to the other risks described in this prospectus, you should understand what we
refer to as “unknown market risks.” While investments in stocks and bonds have been keystones in wealth building and
management for a hundred years, at times these investments have produced surprises for even the savviest investors. Those who
enjoyed growth and income of their investments were rewarded for the risks they took by investing in the markets. When the rare
calamity strikes, the word “security” itself seems a misnomer. Although we seek to appropriately address and manage the risks
we have identified in this prospectus, you should understand that the very nature of the securities markets includes the possibility
that there may be additional risks of which we are not aware and, therefore, have not identified in this prospectus. We certainly
seek to identify all applicable risks and then appropriately address them, take appropriate action to reasonably manage them and,
of course, make you aware of them so you can determine if they exceed your risk tolerance. Nevertheless, the often volatile
nature of the securities markets and the global economy in which we work suggests that the risk of the unknown is something you
must consider in connection with your investment in the funds. Unforeseen events have the potential to upset the best laid plans,
and could, under certain circumstances, produce a material loss of the value of some or all of the funds.

Fixed-Income Market Capacity Risks
While assets in bond mutual funds and ETFs have grown rapidly, dealer capacity in the fixed income markets appears to have
undergone fundamental changes. Primary dealer inventories appear to be lower since the financial crisis of 2008. This apparent
reduction in market-making capacity may be a persistent change, to the extent it is resulting from broader structural changes such
as fewer proprietary trading desks at broker-dealers and increased regulatory capital requirements at the holding company level.
A significant reduction in dealer market-making capacity has the potential to decrease liquidity and increase volatility in the fixed
income markets at times. Therefore, our funds with income distribution objectives seek to invest in larger, more liquid issues.
However, structural changes may cause trading in even the most liquid of issues to be challenged at times. This could negatively
affect the price of these securities and the value of an investment in the fund.

THE SHARES
As used herein, the term “Target Allocation Funds” refers to the Conservative Allocation Fund, the Moderate Allocation Fund
and the Aggressive Allocation Fund.

Offer
The Ultra Series Fund (the “Trust”) offers two classes of shares: Class I and Class II. Both classes of shares are offered to
separate accounts (“CMFG Life Accounts”) of CMFG Life Insurance Company (“CMFG Life”), and Class I shares are also
offered to certain CMFG Life’s pension plans (“CMFG Life Plans”). The Trust may, in the future, offer these and/or other share
classes to separate accounts of insurance companies and to qualified pension and retirement plans that are not affiliated with
CMFG Life. The Trust does not offer shares directly to the general public. The Trust offers additional funds through a separate
prospectus.
The Trust has entered into a participation agreement with CMFG Life, the sponsor of each CMFG Life Account, and with each
CMFG Life Plan, setting forth the terms and conditions pursuant to which said accounts and plans may purchase and redeem
shares of the funds.
Investments in the Trust by CMFG Life Accounts are made through either variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts
(collectively, "variable contracts"). Purchase payments under the variable contracts and the CMFG Life Plans are placed into one
or more subaccounts, and the assets of each subaccount are invested (without sales or redemption charges) in shares of the fund
corresponding to that subaccount.
When used in connection with variable contracts, this prospectus must be accompanied by prospectuses for those contracts. When
distributed to qualified pension and retirement plans or to participants of such plans, this prospectus may be accompanied by
disclosure materials relating to such plans which should be read in conjunction with this prospectus.

Pricing of Fund Shares
Each fund’s shares will be purchased and redeemed at the share’s net asset value (“NAV”) without sales or redemption charges.
The NAV per share for a fund and class is determined each business day at the close of regular trading on the New York Stock
Exchange (typically 3:00 p.m., Central Time) by dividing the net assets of each fund and class by the number of shares
outstanding of that fund and class. Transaction requests received by CMFG Life Accounts and CMFG Life Plans after the close
of regular trading on the New York Stock Exchange (usually 3:00 p.m., Central Time) will be processed using the next day’s NAV.
The NAV per share for each fund and class is not determined on days the New York Stock Exchange is closed for trading. The
New York Stock Exchange is closed on New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, President’s Day, Good Friday, Memorial
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Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.
Each fund’s NAV is equal to the market value of its investments and other assets, less any liabilities, divided by the number of
fund shares. Because the assets of each Target Allocation Fund consist primarily of shares of the underlying funds, the NAV of
each Target Allocation Fund is determined based on the NAVs of the underlying funds.
Because each Target Allocation Fund will only invest in underlying funds, government securities and short-term paper, it is not
anticipated that the funds’ investment adviser, Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), will need to “fair” value any of
the investments of these funds. However, an underlying fund may need to “fair” value one or more of its investments, which
may, in turn, require a Target Allocation Fund to do the same because of delays in obtaining the underlying fund’s NAV. The
following fair valuation policy is followed by Madison with respect to the funds that it advises. It is anticipated that unaffiliated
underlying funds will have a fair valuation policy that is similar and such policy will be described in the prospectus of the
underlying fund, including an explanation of the circumstances under which fair value pricing will be used and the effects of
using fair value pricing.
If quotations are not readily available for a security or other portfolio investment, or if it is believed that a quotation or other
market price for a security or other portfolio investment does not represent its fair value, Madison may value the security or
investment using procedures approved by the Board of Trustees of the Trust that are designed to establish its “fair” value. The fair
valuation procedures may be used to value any investment of any fund in the appropriate circumstances. Securities and other
investments valued at their “fair” value entail significantly greater valuation risk than do securities and other investments valued
at an established market value.
Madison relies on its fair value procedures most often in connection with foreign securities whose principal trading market(s) is
outside the U.S. and/or are denominated in a foreign currency. From time to time, events occur that affect the issuers of such
foreign securities or the securities themselves, or information about the issuer or securities becomes available, after the close of
trading in the securities but before the close of regular trading on the New York Stock Exchange (usually 3:00 p.m., Central
Time). In these situations, the fair value of the foreign security may be something other than the last available quotation or other
market price. With regard to such foreign securities, the fair valuation procedures include consultation with an independent “fair
value” pricing service. Nonetheless, Madison separately evaluates each such foreign security and may, in conformity with the fair
valuation procedures, establish a different fair value than that reached by the independent pricing service or other financial
institutions or investment managers.
Determining the fair value of securities involves consideration of objective factors as well as the application of subjective
judgments about their issuers and the markets in which they are traded. A number of methodologies are available for determining
the value of securities for which there is no clear market value or for which after-market events make prior market values
unreliable. The value established by Madison under the fair valuation procedures for any security or other investment (or
underlying fund) may vary from the last quoted sale price or market close price, or from the value given to the same security or
investment by: (1) an independent pricing service; (2) other financial institutions or investment managers; or (3) Madison, had it
used a different methodology to value the security. The Trust cannot assure that a security or other portfolio investment can be
sold at the fair value assigned to it at any time.
To the extent the funds hold portfolio securities that are primarily listed on foreign exchanges that trade on weekends or other
days when the funds do not price their shares, the NAV of such funds’ shares may change on days when shareholders will not be
able to purchase or redeem the funds’ shares.

Purchase and Redemption
For each day on which a fund’s NAV is calculated, the CMFG Life Accounts transmit to the funds orders to purchase or redeem
shares of the fund based on the purchase, redemption (surrender), and transfer requests from variable contract owners, annuitants
and beneficiaries that have been processed on that day. Similarly, CMFG Life Plans transmit to the funds any orders to purchase
or redeem shares of the funds based on the instructions of CMFG Life Plan trustees or participants. CMFG Life Accounts and
CMFG Life Plans purchase and redeem shares of each fund at the fund’s NAV per share calculated as of the day the order is
received by such Accounts and Plans, although such purchases and redemptions may be executed the next morning. Shares are
purchased and redeemed at NAV, without the deduction of sales or redemption charges. Payment for shares redeemed will
typically be made one business day following receipt and acceptance of a redemption order. However, payment may take longer
than one business day and may take up to seven days as generally permitted by the 1940 Act. In addition, the right of redemption
may be suspended as permitted by applicable laws and regulations. For a more detailed description of the procedures for
allocating value in a subaccount to a fund, owners of individual variable contracts should refer to the separate prospectus for their
contracts, while CMFG Life Plan participants should refer to their plan documents.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trust reserves the right to refuse to sell shares to the CMFG Life Accounts and CMFG Life
Plans if such sales are not in the Trust’s or a fund’s best interests. For example, the Trust may reject purchase orders from CMFG
Life Accounts or CMFG Life Plans when such orders appear to be part of a pattern of large purchases and redemptions that, in the
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opinion of the Trust, may reflect the efforts of variable contract owners or the plans to time the market or arbitrage the changing
value of a fund’s assets between daily pricing.

Conflicts
A potential for certain conflicts exists between the interests of variable annuity contract owners and variable life insurance
contract owners. A potential for certain conflicts would also exist between the interests of any of such contract owners and CMFG
Life Plan participants that invest in the funds. To the extent that such classes of investors are invested in the same fund when a
conflict of interest arises that might involve the fund, one or more such classes of investors could be disadvantaged. The Trust
currently does not foresee any such disadvantage to owners of variable contracts or to CMFG Life Plan participants. Nonetheless,
the Board monitors the funds for the existence of any irreconcilable material conflicts of interest. If such a conflict affecting
owners of variable contracts is determined to exist, CMFG Life will, to the extent reasonably practicable, take such action as is
necessary to remedy or eliminate the conflict. If such a conflict were to occur, one or more of the CMFG Life Accounts and/or
CMFG Life Plans might be required to withdraw its investment in one or more funds or substitute shares of one fund for another.
This might force a fund to sell its portfolio securities at a disadvantageous price.

Distribution and Service Plan
The Trust has adopted a distribution and service plan for Class II shares pursuant to Rule 12b-1 under the Investment Company
Act of 1940, as amended (the "1940 Act"). Under the plan, the Trust pays its principal distributor, MFD Distributor, LLC
(“MFD”), a distribution and service fee equal to 0.25% of the average daily net assets attributable to the Class II shares of each
fund. In return for the fee, MFD provides, and compensates dealers that provide, distribution and shareholder servicing services to
the funds and their shareholders. This fee increases the cost of investment in the Class II shares of the funds and, over time, will
cause the Class II shares to cost more than an investment in Class I shares.

Frequent Trading
The Trust has a policy of making reasonable efforts to deter frequent purchases and redemptions of large amounts of shares of any
fund that may disrupt orderly management of the fund’s investment portfolio (“disruptive trading”). As investment vehicles for
variable contracts and qualified pension and retirement plans which are designed as long-term investments, the funds are not
appropriate for frequent trading or other trading strategies that entail rapid or frequent investment and disinvestment with regard
to any fund or market sector.
Such practices often disrupt the orderly management of a fund’s investment portfolio by, among other things:
• requiring more than optimal amounts of assets to be invested in money market instruments or other very liquid holdings;
• necessitating premature liquidation of certain investments at unfavorable prices; or
• increasing brokerage commissions and other portfolio transaction expenses.
Likewise, exploiting potential uncertainty about the value of certain portfolio investments when a fund calculates its NAV often
dilutes that value of investments held by long-term investors. In addition, such practices may give rise to irreconcilable conflicts
of interest between owners of different types of variable contracts and plan participants, or otherwise cause the Trust to breach
participation agreements.
The Trust’s Board has adopted policies and procedures reasonably designed to detect and deter disruptive trading. The Trust's
policies include: (1) a policy of not knowingly accommodating variable contract owner and/or plan participant transactions that
result in disruptive trading, (2) a policy of applying any future restrictions on the volume or number of purchases of fund shares
uniformly to all accounts and plans without exception, and (3) a policy permitting procedures to vary among funds included
within the Trust provided that procedures related to restrictions on the volume or number of purchases of shares for a particular
fund apply uniformly to all accounts and plans investing in the funds. At the current time, the procedures do not include specific
restrictions on the volume or number of purchases of fund shares.
In addition to the above, to combat dilution of the value of long-term shareholders’ interests in the funds, the Board has adopted
policies and procedures for the funds to employ fair valuation procedures on the securities held in their portfolios.
Except as set forth below, currently, the only shareholders of the Trust are the CMFG Life Accounts and the CMFG Life Plans.
CMFG Life and/or its affiliates each own shares of the Trust as well. Although each CMFG Life Account and Plan typically
makes either one purchase or redemption of shares of each fund each day, the Trust does not consider such transactions disruptive
to the funds unless they are large in relation to a fund’s size and not the random result of net variable contract owner transactions
in a CMFG Life Account or participant transactions in a CMFG Life Plan. However, the Trust considers large purchases or
redemptions of shares resulting from contract owners or plan participants engaging in: (1) “frequent trading,” (2) attempted
arbitrage based on the potential for uncertainty in the value of certain portfolio investments at the time the funds compute their
NAV, or (3) other trading strategies that entail rapid or frequent transfers of contract value from one subaccount to another, to be
disruptive trading and will take appropriate action to deter such trading, including adoption of specific procedures appropriate to
the circumstances. Because any disruptive trading would occur in the CMFG Life Accounts or Plans, the Trust has adopted, as its
own, the disruptive trading policy of CMFG Life for the CMFG Life Accounts and Plans. The policy provides for CMFG Life to
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monitor individual contract value transfer patterns and individual participant transaction patterns, to identify those that exceed
certain frequency and/or amount thresholds that, in the past, have been indicators of potential disruptive trading. The monitoring
process generates reports regarding such transactions that CMFG Life examines to determine if disruptive trading has taken place.
CMFG Life applies the policies and procedures for each CMFG Life Account uniformly to all variable contracts issued through
that account. Likewise, CMFG Life applies its policies and procedures for each CMFG Life Plan uniformly to all participants in
that plan.
In addition to adopting procedures, the Trust may take other actions to stop disruptive trading such as ceasing sales of additional
shares of the funds to a CMFG Life Account through which offending variable contract owners may be operating or to a CMFG
Life Plan through which offending participants may be operating. In such an event, all other owners of contracts issued through
that account or participants in that plan would be disadvantaged. Because actions taken to deter disruptive trading may be
particular to the CMFG Life Account or Plan in question, the Trust may not take such action on a uniform basis for all CMFG
Life Accounts or Plans.
Although the Trust will endeavor to ensure that each CMFG Life Account and Plan can and does identify and deter disruptive
trading by its variable contract owners and participants, it cannot be certain that any particular control will operate to deter all
activity that can result in disruptive trading or guarantee their success at deterrence. Therefore, an investment in the funds is
subject to the risks of disruptive trading.

Disclosure of Portfolio Holdings
A complete description of the funds’ policies and procedures with respect to the disclosure of portfolio holdings is available in the
SAI. Please see the back cover of this prospectus for information about the SAI and the fund's website.

Dividends
Dividends of each fund are distributed to the fund’s corresponding separate account for variable contracts and qualified retirement
plans and automatically reinvested in additional fund shares.
Dividends of net investment income from each fund are declared and reinvested annually in full and fractional shares. Dividends
of net capital gains from each fund are declared and reinvested at least annually in full and fractional shares. In no event will net
capital gain dividends be declared and paid more frequently than allowed under SEC rules.
The funds’ distributions may be subject to federal income tax except as described below. An exchange of fund shares may also be
treated as a sale of fund shares and any gain on the transaction may be subject to federal income tax except as described below.

Taxes
For federal income tax purposes, each fund is treated as a separate entity from the other funds included within the Trust. Each
fund intends to qualify each year as a “regulated investment company” under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. By
so qualifying, a fund is not subject to federal income tax to the extent that its net investment income and net realized capital gains
are distributed to the CMFG Life Accounts or Plans. Further, the funds intend to meet certain diversification requirements
applicable to mutual funds underlying variable life insurance and variable annuity contracts.
The shareholders of the funds are qualified pension and profit sharing plans and the separate accounts of CMFG Life. Under
current law, plan participants and owners of variable life insurance and annuity contracts which have invested in the funds are not
subject to federal income tax on fund earnings and distributions or on gains realized upon the sale or redemption of fund shares
until they are withdrawn from the plan or contracts. For information concerning the federal tax consequences to the purchasers of
the variable annuity or variable life insurance contracts, see the separate prospectuses for such contracts.
For more information about the tax status of the funds, see “Taxes” in the SAI.
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INVESTMENT ADVISER
General
The funds’ investment adviser is Madison Asset Management, LLC (“Madison”), a subsidiary of Madison Investment Holdings,
Inc. (“MIH”), both located at 550 Science Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53711. As of December 31, 2017, MIH, which was
founded in 1974, and its affiliate organizations, including Madison, managed approximately $16.5 billion in assets, including
open-end mutual funds, closed-end funds, separately managed accounts and wrap accounts. Madison is responsible for the dayto-day administration of the funds’ activities. Investment decisions regarding each of the funds can be influenced in various
manners by a number of individuals. Generally, all management decisions are the ultimate responsibility of Madison’s
Investment Strategy Committee. This committee is comprised of senior officers and portfolio managers of Madison.

Investment Advisory Agreement
As payment for its services as the investment adviser, Madison receives a management fee based upon the average daily net
assets of each fund, which is computed and accrued daily and paid monthly. This fee is a unitary fee and covers all of the funds’
expenses other than (1) fees and expenses of the funds’ independent trustees and independent auditors, (2) compliance costs, (3)
interest on borrowings (if any), and (4) taxes and extraordinary expenses. Management fees are currently set at the following
annual rates:
Fund
Conservative Allocation Fund
Moderate Allocation Fund
Aggressive Allocation Fund
Core Bond Fund
High Income Fund

Management Fee
1

0.30%
0.30%1
0.30%1
0.55%
0.75%

Fund
Diversified Income Fund
Large Cap Value Fund
Large Cap Growth Fund
Mid Cap Fund
International Stock Fund

Management Fee
0.70%
0.60%
0.80%
0.90%
1.15%

1

Madison has contractually agreed to waive 0.10% of its management fee until at least April 30, 2019. Madison does not have the right to
recoup these waived fees.

A discussion regarding the basis for the approval of the funds’ investment advisory contract by the Board of Trustees is
contained in the funds’ annual report to shareholders for the period ended December 31, 2017.

Subadvisers
Madison currently manages the assets of all of the funds using a “manager of managers” approach under which Madison may
manage some or all of the funds’ assets and may allocate some or all of the funds’ assets among one or more specialist
subadvisers. Madison selects subadvisers based on a continuing quantitative and qualitative evaluation of their abilities in
managing assets pursuant to a particular investment style. While superior performance is the ultimate goal, short-term
performance by itself will not be a significant factor in selecting or terminating subadvisers, and Madison does not expect
frequent changes in subadvisers. Madison compensates subadvisers out of its own assets.
Madison monitors the performance of each subadviser to the extent it deems appropriate to achieve a fund’s investment
objective, reallocates fund assets among its own portfolio management team and individual subadvisers or recommends to the
Board of Trustees that a fund employ or terminate particular subadvisers. The Trust and Madison received an exemptive order
from the SEC that permits the Board to appoint or change subadvisers without shareholder approval. If there is a change in
subadvisers, you will receive an “information statement” within 90 days after the date of the change. The statement will provide
you with relevant information about the reason for the change and information about any new subadvisers.
With regard to the funds discussed in this prospectus, Madison currently uses a subadviser for the International Stock Fund. A
discussion regarding the basis for approval of the sub-advisory contract for this fund can be found in the funds’ annual report to
shareholders for the period ended December 31, 2017.
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Madison Asset Management, LLC
Madison manages the assets of the funds set forth below without the assistance of a subadviser. On a day-to-day basis, the funds
are generally managed by members of the applicable asset allocation, fixed income or equity management teams at the firm. The
following individuals are primarily responsible for the day-to-day management of these funds:
Target Allocation Funds. The Target Allocation Funds are co-managed by David Hottmann, CPA and CFA, and Patrick Ryan,
CFA. Mr. Hottmann, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the funds since September 2009, which
is when he joined Madison as a senior member of the firm’s asset allocation management team. Prior to joining the firm, Mr.
Hottmann had been the Chief Investment Officer at ACS Johnson Investment Advisors, his employer since 1999. Mr. Ryan, Vice
President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the funds since January 2008. Prior to joining Madison in July
2009, Mr. Ryan was a Senior Analyst at MEMBERS Capital Advisors, Inc. (“MCA”), the former investment adviser to the funds.
While at MCA, Mr. Ryan had been responsible for conducting manager research and due diligence for MCA’s managed accounts
products since 2004.
Core Bond Fund. The Core Bond Fund is co-managed by Paul Lefurgey, CFA, Greg Poplett, CFA, and Michael Sanders, CFA.
Mr. Lefurgey, Chairman, Executive Committee and Director of Fixed Income Investments of Madison, has co-managed the fund
since July 2009. Prior to joining Madison in October 2005, Mr. Lefurgey was Vice President and the head of fixed income
management at MCA since 2003. Mr. Poplett, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the fund since
June 2013, and has been a member of the fixed income team at Madison since 2004. Prior to that, he was employed by Voyageur
Asset Management in Minneapolis, MN. Mr. Sanders, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the
fund since September 2016. Mr. Sanders has been a member of the Madison fixed income team since 2013, and has worked in the
financial services industry since 2004. Prior to joining Madison in 2013, he was a fixed income portfolio manager and analyst for
Ziegler Lotsoff Capital Management focusing mainly on high yield bonds and preferred stocks.
High Income Fund. The High Income Fund is co-managed by Michael Sanders, CFA and Allen Olson, CFA. Mr. Sanders, Vice
President and Portfolio Manager, has been a member of the Madison fixed income team since 2013, and has worked in the
financial services industry since 2004. Prior to joining Madison in 2013, he was a fixed income portfolio manager and analyst for
Ziegler Lotsoff Capital Management focusing mostly on high yield bonds and preferred stocks. Mr. Olson, Vice President and
Portfolio Manager, has been a member of the Madison fixed income team since 2002, and has worked in the financial services
industry since 1998. Prior to joining Madison, Mr. Olson worked as a fixed income credit analyst and portfolio manager for
Clarica Insurance. Messrs. Sanders and Olson have served in this capacity since January 2016.
Diversified Income Fund. The Diversified Income Fund is co-managed by John Brown, CFA, Paul Lefurgey, CFA, Chris Nisbet,
CFA, and Drew Justman, CFA. Mr. Brown, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the equity portion
of the fund since 1998. Prior to joining Madison in July 2009, Mr. Brown had been a Managing Director and Portfolio ManagerEquities of MCA since 1998. Mr. Lefurgey, whose biographical data is provided above, has co-managed the fixed income portion
of the fund since May 2013. Mr. Nisbet, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the fixed income
portion of the fund since June 2013. Mr. Nisbet has been with Madison since 1992 in various roles, including, during the past five
years, fixed income analyst and portfolio manager. Mr. Justman, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has comanaged the equity portion of the fund since May 2015. Mr. Justman, who joined Madison in July 2005 as a research analyst,
specializes in the materials and industrials sectors. Prior to joining Madison, Mr. Justman was with Merrill Lynch. Prior to May
2007, the fund was known as the Balanced Fund and was managed utilizing a different investment strategy than that used
currently.
Large Cap Value Fund. The Large Cap Value Fund is co-managed by John Brown, and Drew Justman, CFA. Mr. Brown, whose
biographical information is provided above, has co-managed the fund since July 2009. Mr. Justman, whose biographical
information is provided above, has co-managed the fund since May 2014.
Large Cap Growth Fund. The Large Cap Growth Fund is co-managed by Matt Hayner, CFA and Adam Sweet, CFA. Mr.
Hayner, Vice President and Portfolio Manager of Madison, and Mr. Sweet, Vice President and Associate Portfolio Manager of
Madison, have co-managed the fund since May 2018. Mr. Hayner has been a member of the Madison equity team since joining
the firm in 2002. Mr. Sweet has been a member of the Madison equity team since joining the firm in July 2009, and has worked
in the financial services industry since 2007.
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Mid Cap Fund. The Mid Cap Fund is co-managed by Richard Eisinger and Haruki Toyama. Mr. Eisinger, Director of U.S.
Equities and Portfolio Manager of Madison, has co-managed the fund since May 2010. Mr. Eisinger, who is a senior member of
Madison’s equity management team, has had primary responsibility for management of the firm’s mid-cap equity portfolios since
he joined MIH in 1998. He also serves as an equity analyst on the team. Mr. Toyama, Director of U.S. Equities and Portfolio
Manager of Madison, has co-managed the fund since May 2015. Prior to re-joining Madison in 2014, he was co-founder and
President of Marcus Asset Management in Milwaukee where he was portfolio manager of a long/short hedge fund. He was
previously a member of Madison's equity team from 2002-2004, and prior to that he served in portfolio management and analyst
roles at MFS Investment Management and David L. Babson & Company.
Lazard Asset Management LLC
Madison has delegated the day-to-day management of the International Stock Fund to Lazard Asset Management LLC
(“Lazard”), 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10112. Lazard began managing separate account international equity
portfolios in 1985. Lazard is a subsidiary of Lazard Frères & Co. LLC (“LF & Co.”), a New York limited liability company.
Lazard provides its institutional and private clients with a wide variety of investment banking, brokerage management and
related services. LF & Co. established Lazard as its investment management division and registered it with the SEC as an
investment adviser on May 1, 1970. Investment research is undertaken on a global basis utilizing the global investment team
members worldwide. Net assets under management of Lazard were $222.4 billion as of December 31, 2017. Portfolio managers
at Lazard manage multiple accounts for a diverse client base, including private clients, institutions and investment funds. Lazard
manages all portfolios on a team basis. The team is involved at all levels of the investment process. This team approach allows
for every portfolio manager to benefit from his or her peers, and for clients to receive the firm’s best thinking, not that of a
single portfolio manager. Lazard manages all like-investment mandates against a model portfolio. Specific client objectives,
guidelines or limitations then are applied against the model, and any necessary adjustments are made.
International Stock Fund. The International Stock Fund is co-managed by Michael Fry, Michael Bennett, CPA, Kevin
Matthews, CFA, Michael Powers, and John Reinsberg. Michael Fry is a Managing Director and portfolio manager within
Lazard Asset Management Limited in London. Prior to joining the firm in 2005, Mr. Fry held several positions at UBS Global
Asset Management, including lead portfolio manager and Head of Global Equity Portfolio Management, Global Head of
Equity Research and Head of Australian Equities. Mr. Fry began working in the investment field in 1987. Michael Bennett is a
Managing Director of Lazard and a portfolio manager for various of Lazard's international and global equity teams. He began
working in the investment field in 1987. Prior to joining Lazard in 1992, Mr. Bennett served as an international equity analyst
with General Electric Investment Corporation. Previously he was with Keith Lippert Associates and Arthur Andersen &
Company. Kevin Matthews is a Managing Director of Lazard and a portfolio manager for various of Lazard's international
equity teams. Mr. Matthews was a research analyst with a background in financial, automotive, aerospace and capital goods
sectors. He began working in the investment field in 2001 when he joined Lazard. Michael Powers is a Managing Director of
Lazard and a portfolio manager for various of Lazard's international and global equity teams. He began working in the
investment field in 1990 when he joined Lazard. Mr. Reinsberg, Deputy Chairman of Lazard, is responsible for international and
global products. He also oversees the day-to-day operations of Lazard’s international equity investment team. He began working
in the investment field in 1981. Prior to joining Lazard in 1992, Mr. Reinsberg served as Executive Vice President of General
Electric Investment Corporation and Trustee of the General Electric Pension Trust. His other past affiliations include Jardine
Matheson (Hong Kong) and Hill & Knowlton, Inc. Messrs. Reinsberg and Bennett have co-managed the fund since October
2016, and from its inception (October 31, 2000) until December 30, 2013; Mr. Fry has co-managed the fund since October 2016
and from 2005- 2013; Mr. Powers has co-managed the fund since October 2016 and from 2002-2013; and Mr. Matthews has comanaged the fund since October 2016.
Information regarding the portfolio managers’ compensation, their ownership of securities in the funds and the other accounts
they manage can be found in the SAI.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
The financial highlights tables that follow are intended to help you understand the funds’ financial performance for the past five
years. Certain information reflects financial results for a single fund share outstanding for the period presented. The total returns
in the table represent the rate that an investor would have earned (or lost) on an investment in the fund, assuming reinvestment of
all dividends and distributions.
The financial highlights for each of the periods presented below have been derived from the funds’ financial statements and
financial highlights, which have been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, whose
report, along with the funds’ financial statements and financial highlights, is incorporated by reference in the SAI and included in
the funds’ annual report, each of which is available upon request.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
CONSERVATIVE ALLOCATION FUND
Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

CLASS I

2017

2016

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.74

$9.56

$10.22

$10.70

$ 10.45

0.21

0.171

0.161

0.191

0.251

0.77
0.98

0.36
0.53

(0.24)
(0.08)

0.46
0.65

0.55
0.80

(0.22)
(0.28)
(0.50)
0.48
$10.22
10.17

(0.20)
(0.15)
(0.35)
0.18
$9.74
5.48

(0.20)
(0.38)
(0.58)
(0.66)
$9.56
(0.76)

(0.25)
(0.88)
(1.13)
(0.48)
$10.22
6.03

(0.27)
(0.28)
(0.55)
0.25
$ 10.70
7.61

$120,703

$121,351

$125,007

$156,054

$ 181,427

0.32
0.22
2.06
49

0.32
0.22
1.71
83

0.32
0.22
1.53
54

0.31
0.27
1.71
73

0.31
0.31
2.27
70

2017
$9.73

2016
$9.55

2015
$10.20

2014
$10.68

2013
$ 10.43

0.18
0.78
0.96

0.141
0.36
0.50

0.151
(0.25)
(0.10)

0.181
0.43
0.61

0.221
0.55
0.77

(0.19)
(0.28)
(0.47)
0.49
$10.22
9.90

(0.17)
(0.15)
(0.32)
0.18
$9.73
5.21

(0.17)
(0.38)
(0.55)
(0.65)
$9.55
(1.01)

(0.21)
(0.88)
(1.09)
(0.48)
$10.20
5.77

(0.24)
(0.28)
(0.52)
0.25
$ 10.68
7.34

$29,772

$31,116

$33,705

$37,837

$ 40,069

0.57
0.47
1.78
49

0.57
0.47
1.42
83

0.57
0.47
1.46
54

0.56
0.51
1.65
73

0.56
0.56
2.04
70

Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets:
Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)
After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II
Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:
Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets:
Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)
After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

2

3

2013

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.
These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate
account level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less
than one year.
Portfolio turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
MODERATE ALLOCATION FUND
CLASS I
Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:
Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014
$10.92
$11.48

2017
$10.18

2016
$9.92

2013
$ 10.11

0.22

0.151

0.141

0.161

0.191

1.29
1.51

0.58
0.73

(0.24)
(0.10)

0.62
0.78

1.39
1.58

(0.23)
(0.61)
(0.84)
0.67
$10.85
14.80

(0.20)
(0.27)
(0.47)
0.26
$10.18
7.39

(0.19)
(0.71)
(0.90)
(1.00)
$9.92
(0.93)

(0.25)
(1.09)
(1.34)
(0.56)
$10.92
6.85

(0.21)
—
(0.21)
1.37
$ 11.48
15.66

$217,301

$235,182

$245,807

$315,568

$ 370,954

0.32
0.22

0.32
0.22

0.32
0.22

0.31
0.27

0.31
0.31

1.80

1.49

1.30

1.37

1.75

39

91

52

73

66

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets:
Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)
After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$10.16

$9.90

$10.89

$11.45

$10.08

0.16
1.31
1.47

0.121
0.58
0.70

0.151
(0.27)
(0.12)

0.181
0.57
0.75

0.161
1.39
1.55

(0.19)
(0.61)
(0.80)
0.67
$10.83
14.52

(0.17)
(0.27)
(0.44)
0.26
$10.16
7.12

(0.16)
(0.71)
(0.87)
(0.99)
$9.90
(1.18)

(0.22)
(1.09)
(1.31)
(0.56)
$10.89
6.58

(0.18)
—
(0.18)
1.37
$11.45
15.37

$26,764

$27,870

$30,763

$ 34,134

$ 34,965

Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.56

0.56

After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.51

0.56

1.54

1.18

1.36

1.49

1.49

39

91

52

73

66

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:
Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets:

Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
AGGRESSIVE ALLOCATION FUND
Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

CLASS I

2017

2016

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.30

$8.85

$10.25

$11.66

$ 9.75

Net investment income

0.17

0.121

0.111

0.141

0.121

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

1.54

0.66

(0.22)

0.72

2.07

1.71

0.78

(0.11)

0.86

2.19

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains

2013

(0.18)

(0.17)

(0.16)

(0.24)

(0.13)

(0.71)
(0.89)
0.82
$10.12
18.52

(0.16)
(0.33)
0.45
$9.30
8.87

(1.13)
(1.29)
(1.40)
$8.85
(1.14)

(2.03)
(2.27)
(1.41)
$10.25
7.46

(0.15)
(0.28)
1.91
$ 11.66
22.35

$84,217

$88,917

$90,245

$124,838

$149,514

Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.31

0.31

After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.27

0.31

1.57

1.34

1.08

1.13

1.07

36

89

53

70

70

Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets:

Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.27

$8.82

$10.21

$11.62

$9.72

Net investment income

0.15

0.131

0.171

0.171

0.091

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

1.53

0.62

(0.30)

0.66

2.06

1.68

0.75

(0.13)

0.83

2.15

(0.15)
(0.71)
(0.86)
0.82
$10.09
18.22

(0.14)
(0.16)
(0.30)
0.45
$9.27
8.60

(0.13)
(1.13)
(1.26)
(1.39)
$8.82
(1.39)

(0.21)
(2.03)
(2.24)
(1.41)
$10.21
7.19

(0.10)
(0.15)
(0.25)
1.90
$ 11.62
22.05

$2,267

$2,032

$1,681

$1,809

$ 1,911

Before waivers of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.56

0.56

After waiver of expenses by Adviser (%)

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.51

0.56

1.53

1.42

1.64

1.45

0.81

36

89

53

70

70

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets:

Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
3

Portfolio turnover (%)
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
CORE BOND FUND
CLASS I

2017

Year Ended December 31,
2016
2015
2014

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.75

$9.80

$10.14

$9.97

$10.55

Net investment income

0.29

0.261

0.281

0.301

0.311

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

0.02

(0.01)

(0.29)

0.20

(0.54)

0.31

0.25

(0.01)

0.50

(0.23)

(0.30)
0.01
$9.76
3.11

(0.30)
(0.05)
$9.75
2.67

(0.33)
(0.34)
$9.80
(0.15)

(0.33)
0.17
$10.14
5.09

(0.35)
(0.58)
$9.97
(2.24)

$129,429
0.57

$146,780
0.57

$173,927
0.57

$224,976
0.56

$270,289
0.56

2.54

2.53

2.73

2.88

3.02

16

39

25

17

14

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.73

$9.78

$10.12

$9.95

$10.54

Net investment income

0.22

0.231

0.251

0.271

0.291

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

0.06

—

(0.29)

0.21

(0.56)

0.28

0.23

(0.04)

0.48

(0.27)

(0.28)
—
$9.73
2.85

(0.28)
(0.05)
$9.73
2.41

(0.30)
(0.34)
$9.78
(0.40)

(0.31)
0.17
$10.12
4.83

(0.32)
(0.59)
$9.95
(2.49)

$35,252
0.82

$38,165
0.82

$44,151
0.82

$47,162
0.81

$46,991
0.81

2.29

2.28

2.48

2.62

2.77

16

39

25

17

14

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
HIGH INCOME FUND
Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

CLASS I

2017

2016

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$8.56

$8.05

$8.78

$9.22

$9.37

Net investment income

0.47

0.421

0.471

0.491

0.521

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

0.08

0.55

(0.68)

(0.33)

(0.01)

0.55

0.97

(0.21)

0.16

0.51

(0.45)
0.10
$8.66
6.32

(0.46)
0.51
$8.56
12.15

(0.52)
(0.73)
$8.05
(2.47)

(0.60)
(0.44)
$8.78
1.74

(0.66)
(0.15)
$9.22
5.49

$20,601
0.77

$22,093
0.77

$23,975
0.77

$30,455
0.76

$43,622
0.76

4.72

4.91

5.23

5.12

5.42

39

58

27

53

32

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$8.57

$8.05

$8.79

$9.23

$9.37

Net investment income

0.43

0.401

0.441

0.461

0.501

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

0.09

0.56

(0.68)

(0.33)

—

0.52

0.96

(0.24)

0.13

0.50

(0.42)
0.10
$8.67
6.06

(0.44)
0.52
$8.57
11.87

(0.50)
(0.74)
$8.05
(2.71)

(0.57)
(0.44)
$8.79
1.48

(0.64)
(0.14)
$9.23
5.23

$5,562
1.02

$5,314
1.02

$5,943
1.02

$6,685
1.01

$6,906
1.01

4.47

4.66

4.98

4.88

5.17

39

58

27

53

32

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
DIVERSIFIED INCOME FUND
CLASS I

Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

2017

2016

$18.40

$18.64

$20.30

$20.76

$18.29

Net investment income

0.45

0.441

0.461

0.471

0.461

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

2.00

1.24

(0.43)

1.02

2.48

2.45

1.68

0.03

1.49

2.94

(0.45)

(0.49)

(0.52)

(0.52)

(0.47)

(0.85)
(1.30)
1.15
$19.55
13.31

(1.43)
(1.92)
(0.24)
$18.40
8.99

(1.17)
(1.69)
(1.66)
$18.64
0.11

(1.43)
(1.95)
(0.46)
$20.30
7.12

—
(0.47)
2.47
$20.76
16.07

$239,212
0.72

$245,490
0.72

$267,001
0.72

$327,951
0.71

$378,807
0.71

2.13

2.25

2.27

2.20

2.31

16

34

21

24

17

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio Turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$18.31

$18.57

$20.23

$20.71

$18.26

Net investment income

0.37

0.391

0.411

0.411

0.411

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

2.00

1.23

(0.42)

1.02

2.47

2.37

1.62

(0.01)

1.43

2.88

(0.42)
(0.85)
(1.27)
1.10
$19.41
13.03

(0.45)
(1.43)
(1.88)
(0.26)
$18.31
8.72

(0.48)
(1.17)
(1.65)
(1.66)
$18.57
(0.14)

(0.48)
(1.43)
(1.91)
(0.48)
$20.23
6.85

(0.43)
—
(0.43)
2.45
$20.71
15.78

$40,526
0.97

$40,548
0.97

$39,894
0.97

$44,772
0.96

$43,601
0.96

1.88

1.99

2.02

1.95

2.05

16

34

21

24

17

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
LARGE CAP VALUE FUND
CLASS I

Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

2017

2016

$26.56

$27.06

$33.10

$34.76

$27.12

Net investment income

0.69

0.421

0.351

0.431

0.481

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

3.60

3.13

(1.18)

3.97

7.67

4.29

3.55

(0.83)

4.40

8.15

(0.69)

(0.44)

(0.40)

(0.51)

(0.51)

(1.68)
(2.37)
1.92
$28.48
16.23

(3.61)
(4.05)
(0.50)
$26.56
13.01

(4.81)
(5.21)
(6.04)
$27.06
(2.68)

(5.55)
(6.06)
(1.66)
$33.10
12.41

—
(0.51)
7.64
$34.76
30.07

$341,213
0.62

$347,993
0.62

$365,385
0.62

$491,416
0.61

$576,731
0.61

2.28

1.50

1.09

1.18

1.53

77

93

90

82

32

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio Turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$26.32

$26.87

$32.93

$34.64

$27.05

Net investment income

0.65

0.341

0.271

0.341

0.401

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

3.52

3.11

(1.17)

3.94

7.64

4.17

3.45

(0.90)

4.28

8.04

(0.64)
(1.68)
(2.32)
1.85
$28.17
15.94

(0.39)
(3.61)
(4.00)
(0.55)
$26.32
12.73

(0.35)
(4.81)
(5.16)
(6.06)
$26.87
(2.92)

(0.44)
(5.55)
(5.99)
(1.71)
$32.93
12.13

(0.45)
—
(0.45)
7.59
$34.64
29.74

$5,539
0.87

$4,709
0.87

$5,509
0.87

$6,700
0.86

$6,875
0.86

2.08

1.24

0.84

0.93

1.28

77

93

90

82

32

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND
CLASS I

Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

2017

2016

$24.84

$25.12

$27.27

$28.76

$24.09

Net investment income

0.22

0.201

0.281

0.191

0.171

Net realized and unrealized gain on investments

5.32

1.23

0.64

3.32

7.17

5.54

1.43

0.92

3.51

7.34

(0.22)

(0.22)

(0.32)

(0.20)

(0.18)

(3.62)
(3.84)
1.70
$26.54
22.28

(1.49)
(1.71)
(0.28)
$24.84
5.74

(2.75)
(3.07)
(2.15)
$25.12
3.26

(4.80)
(5.00)
(1.49)
$27.27
12.13

(2.49)
(2.67)
4.67
$28.76
30.51

$232,362
0.82

$223,450
0.82

$251,524
0.82

$305,800
0.81

$359,959
0.81

0.75

0.80

1.02

0.63

0.62

22

13

19

33

50

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio Turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$24.60

$24.92

$27.10

$28.63

$24.02

Net investment income

0.14

0.141

0.211

0.111

0.101

Net realized and unrealized gain on investments

5.28

1.21

0.63

3.32

7.13

5.42

1.35

0.84

3.43

7.23

(0.18)
(3.62)
(3.80)
1.62
$26.22
21.98

(0.18)
(1.49)
(1.67)
(0.32)
$24.60
5.47

(0.27)
(2.75)
(3.02)
(2.18)
$24.92
3.00

(0.16)
(4.80)
(4.96)
(1.53)
$27.10
11.85

(0.13)
(2.49)
(2.62)
4.61
$28.63
30.18

$23,445
1.07

$23,774
1.07

$27,749
1.07

$32,168
1.06

$33,983
1.06

0.50

0.55

0.77

0.38

0.37

22

13

19

33

50

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.

2

These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
MID CAP FUND
CLASS I
Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:
Net investment income (loss)
Net realized and unrealized gain on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

2017

2016

$18.11

$17.65

$19.30

$21.76

$17.09

2013

(0.01)

0.011

(0.05)1

0.021

0.001,4

2.85

2.22

0.27

2.13

5.00

2.84

2.23

0.22

2.15

5.00

—

(0.00)4

(0.01)

(0.01)

(0.00)4

(1.98)
(1.98)
0.86
$18.97
15.74

(1.77)
(1.77)
0.46
$18.11
12.84

(1.86)
(1.87)
(1.65)
$17.65
1.04

(4.60)
(4.61)
(2.46)
$19.30
9.82

(0.33)
(0.33)
4.67
$21.76
29.28

$192,140
0.92

$203,076
0.92

$220,979
0.92

$286,704
0.91

$381,703
0.91

(0.07)

0.04

(0.24)

0.10

(0.01)

22

21

28

35

28

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio Turnover (%)3

CLASS II
Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:
Net investment income (loss)
Net realized and unrealized gain on investments
Total from investment operations

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

$17.83

$17.44

$19.13

$21.65

$17.05

(0.08)

(0.04)1

(0.09)1

(0.03)1

(0.05)1

2.82

2.20

0.26

2.11

4.98

2.74

2.16

0.17

2.08

4.93

(1.98)
(1.98)
0.76
$18.59
15.45

(1.77)
(1.77)
0.39
$17.83
12.55

(1.86)
(1.86)
(1.69)
$17.44
0.79

(4.60)
(4.60)
(2.52)
$19.13
9.55

(0.33)
(0.33)
4.60
$21.65
28.95

$10,509
1.17

$11,142
1.17

$12,710
1.17

$15,067
—

$15,762
1.16

(0.32)

(0.21)

(0.49)

(0.15)

(0.26)

22

21

28

35

28

Less Distributions From:
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1

2

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.
These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.

4

Amounts represent less than $0.005 per share.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR A SHARE OF BENEFICIAL INTEREST OUTSTANDING
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FUND
Year Ended December 31,
2015
2014

CLASS I

2017

2016

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.69

$10.16

$10.77

$12.99

$10.78

0.17

0.181

0.191

0.271

0.161

2.01

(0.47)

(0.56)

(1.10)

2.07

2.18

(0.29)

(0.37)

(0.83)

2.23

(0.14)

(0.18)

(0.22)

(0.47)

(0.02)

—
(0.14)
2.04
$11.73
22.54

—
(0.18)
(0.47)
$9.69
(2.91)

(0.02)
(0.24)
(0.61)
$10.16
(3.45)

(0.92)
(1.39)
(2.22)
$10.77
(6.76)

—
(0.02)
2.21
$12.99
20.76

$27,516
1.17

$26,809
1.17

$32,560
1.17

$38,826
1.17

$75,808
1.21

1.27

1.84

1.70

2.09

1.37

28

98

23

103

39

Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments
Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2

2013

Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratio of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3

CLASS II

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

Net Asset Value at beginning of period
Income from Investment Operations:

$9.65

$10.14

$10.74

$12.96

$10.76

Net investment income

0.08

0.161

0.161

0.221

0.131

Net realized and unrealized gain (loss) on investments

2.06

(0.49)

(0.55)

(1.08)

2.07

2.14

(0.33)

(0.39)

(0.86)

2.20

(0.12)
—
(0.12)
2.02
$11.67
22.24

(0.16)
—
(0.16)
(0.49)
$9.65
(3.16)

(0.19)
(0.02)
(0.21)
(0.60)
$10.14
(3.69)

(0.44)
(0.92)
(1.36)
(2.22)
$10.74
(6.99)

(0.00)4
—
(0.00)4
2.20
$12.96
20.45

$13,257
1.42

$12,796
1.42

$14,641
1.42

$16,174
1.42

$19,134
1.46

1.02

1.58

1.43

1.72

1.10

28

98

23

103

39

Total from investment operations
Less Distributions From:
Net investment income
Capital gains
Total distributions
Net increase (decrease) in net asset value
Net Asset Value at end of period
Total Return (%)2
Ratios/Supplemental Data:
Net Assets at end of period (in 000's)
Ratios of expenses to average net assets (%)
Ratio of net investment income to average net assets (%)
Portfolio turnover (%)3
1
2

Based on average shares outstanding during the year.
These returns are after all charges at the mutual fund level have been subtracted. These returns are higher than the returns at the separate account
level because charges made at the separate account level have not been subtracted. Total returns are not annualized for periods less than one year.

3

Portfolio Turnover is calculated at the fund level and represents the entire fiscal year or period.

4

Amount represents less than $(0.005) per share.
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MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ULTRA SERIES FUND
The following documents contain more information about the funds and are available free upon request:
Statement of Additional Information. The SAI contains additional information about the funds. A current SAI has been filed
with the SEC and is incorporated herein by reference.
Annual and Semi-Annual Reports. The funds’ annual and semi-annual reports provide additional information about the funds’
investments. The annual report contains a discussion of the market conditions and investment strategies that significantly affected
each fund’s performance during the last fiscal year.
Requesting Documents. You may request a copy of the SAI and the annual and semi-annual reports, make shareholder inquiries,
without charge, or request further information about the funds by contacting your financial advisor or by contacting the funds at:
Ultra Series Fund, c/o Madison Asset Management, LLC, 550 Science Drive, Madison, WI 53711; telephone: 1-800-670-3600.
The SAI and annual and semi-annual reports are also available on the funds’ website located at www.ultraseriesfund.com.
Public Information. You can review and copy information about the funds, including the SAI, at the SEC’s Public Reference
Room in Washington D.C. You may obtain information on the operation of the Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at
1-202-551-8090. Reports and other information about the funds also are available on the EDGAR database on the SEC’s Internet
site at http://www.sec.gov. You may obtain copies of this information, upon payment of a duplicating fee, by electronic request at
the following e-mail address: publicinfo@sec.gov, or by writing the Public Reference Section of the SEC, 100 F Street NE, Room
1580, Washington, D.C. 20549-1520.
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